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MAN�S SEARCH FOR FREEDOMs 

A CONTINUI�G THE�� IN THE POETRY· 

OF WILLIAM WORDSWORTH AND ROaERT FROST 

As man searches for personal freedom he is confronted with 
-

limitations which not only complicate his quest, but remind him of 

his fragile human condition. The more he struggles with these 

limitations the more he questions the reality of ultimate freedom. 

In the following thesis selected poems of William Wordsworth and 

Robert Frost are used to define man 's limitations and illustrate 

the various ways man attempts to overcome them. 

The first chapter explores some of the ways man limits his 

own personal growth. An individual 's fear, indecision, and lack 

of creativity, for example, often prevent him from moving forward 

in the direction of freedom. This discussion leads to the matter 

of how man �s limited by other men, both in the problems created 

by personal relationships and society as a whole. 

The third and fourth chapters present those limitations which 

are imposed on man by the greater forces of Nature, Time, and Space. 

Man's inability to overcome the power of Nature, to control the 

passing of time, and to fully understand the complexities of the 

universe, force him to submit to his limited state of existence. 

Robert Frost suggests a philosophy of simple acceptance. 

Once man realizes his limitations and learns to live with them, 

he will find happiness, peace, and a satisfying sense of freedom. 
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Delving too deeply into the mysteries of life is a futile exercise, 

resulting in frustration and confusion. 

William Wordsworth, on the other hand, puts faith in the 

power of the imagination as the key to freedom. Once the imagina

tion is discovered and developed by the guiding hand of Nature, 

man is no longer a limited being. His imagination provides him 

the freedom· to view the world creatively and attain joy and peace 

in his earthly life. 

Placing the works of two poets of two completely different 

literary periods side by side, supports the idea �hat man con

tinually contempl�tes his limited. existence. Furthermore, each 

poet offers the hope that man can indeed live happily despite his 

limitations. 
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Introduct ion 

William Wordsworth and Robert Frost .represent two distinct 

periods of literature • Wordsworth the English Romantic Age , 

Frost the Modern American period . A total of 19) years passes 

from the birth of Wordsworth in 1770 to the death of Frost in 

196). Monumental historical events parallel events in the ir lives , 

from the birth of the French Revolution to the tragic death of 

America ' s  youngest president . Within these 19) years there is 

also a continuing development and change in the style , form , 

content , and themes of poetry; Wordsworth fights against the 

established conventions of Neo-Classic ism while Frost attempts 

to break away from the long tradition of American Romanticism .  

Both men are pioneers i n  the l iterary world, and both create 

traditions of the ir own. 

Regardless of the amount of t ime , history and poetic change 

which occurs during the l ives of these two men,  one can place 

them side by side and discover marked similarities in the ir lives 

and the ir works . We associate both men,  for instance , with the 

rural sections of the ir countries • Wordsworth in the mountainous 

Lake District of England , Frost in the farmlands of New Hampshire . 

Both develop a profound love for �ature and, throughout the ir 

lives , seek the natural world for comfort , s�litude , and inspir

ation. This attachment to Nature was instilled in them at early 

ages by the ir mothers. 
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Ann Wordsworth allowed her children to live without maternal 

restraint and dom'ination. "She had no nervous dread of calamity 

to her•children; she did not expect too much of them • • •  Their 

fife was free and unoppressed--full of little festivals."1 

Because of his-mother's attitude toward ·raising her ehildren, 

Wialiam was a1lowed to discover Nature on his own at a very 

young age. His childhood exp�riehces of exploring fields and 

mountains were the beginnings Of a lifelong bond with �ature 

which was revealed continually in his poetry. It is said that 

after his mother's untimely death, he soon was able "to transfer 

to Nature the affection, the faith, the religious love"2 which 

he had felt for her. 

Mrs. Frost, a great lover of poetry and a poetess herself, 

quoted lines from her favorite romantic writers, Wordsworth 

included, to her children. She followed the philosophy of 

Swedenbo�g and agreed with his idea that what was present in the 

physical world of �ature symbolized all that was spiritual. 

Therefore, it is no surprise to learn that Robert Frost was 

introduced to Wordsworth at an early a.gea "Wordsworth had also 

helped Mrs. Frost convey to her children the ability to feel.in 

nature a presence which could and should inspire with the joy of 

elevated thoughts. He further helped her explain to them her be

lief that whatsoever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a 

little child .doe-s, shall i� no wise enter therein. It may have 

been easy and natural for her to quote to Robbie and Jeanie, while 

still in San Francisco, the lines beginning, 'My heart leaps up 
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wheri I behold a rainbow in the sky. •,.J 

W ith the loving influences of the ir mothers rooted in them , 

Wordsworth. and .Frost grew to be sensitive , intelligent young men .  

The college experiences o f  the two poets reveal another similar

ity. Wordsworth attended Cambridge University, and although he 

managed to receive a degree , we know from The Prelude that his 

experiences at college produced disillusionment and restlessness •  

• • •  Yet from the first crude days 

Of settling t ime in this untried abode , 

I was disturbed at t imes with prudent thoughts , 

Wlshi� to hope without a hope , some fears 

About my future worldly maintenance , 

And , more than all ,  a strangeness in the mind ,  

A feeling that I was not for that hour , 

Nor for that place .4 

Wordsworth's t ime at Cambridge was his first real encounter outside 

the natural world . At first he was filled with the exc itement of 

college l ife , but soon discovered a feel ing of isolation from the 

world he loved . He sensed a difference in him , an attitude which 

did not conform with those around him .  College life ultimately 

became a burden for him .  

Robert Frost found i t  even mo�e difficult to pursue a college 

career. Although he briefly attended both Dartmouth and Harvard , 

he never finished his studies . The restlessness e_xperienced by 

Wordsworth is likewise apparent in the American poet . 



In The Prelude Wordsworth describes his nightly walks at 

Cambridge , in which he momentarily escapes the studious life s 

All winter long , whenever free to choose , 

Did I by night frequent the college groves 

And tributary walks a the last , and oft 

The only one , who had been lingering there 

Thro�gh hours of silence , t ill the porter ' s  bell , 

A· punctual follower on the stroke of nine , 

Rang with its blunt unceremonious voice , 

Inexorable summons& Lofty elms , 

Inviting shades of opportune recess , 

Bestowed composure on a ne ighborhood 

Unpeaceful in itself. 

( The Prelude , VI , 11. 66-76) 

4 

A s  Wordsworth seeks comfort in the "unpeaceful ne ighborhood , "  so 

also with Robert Frost . It is during Frost ' s  short encounter with 

college l ife that poetic ideas and purposes begin to take root 

within him a  

Rob fell more and more into long walks , night and 

day walks in the fine woods and hills that sur-

· rounded Hanover .  Night walks were never scary to 

him--it was in a house that he fel� afraid sometimes 

• • •  he was finally vis ited by a delegation of wags 

who asked what he did in the woods - all alone . 
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" I  gnaw wood , " was his reply. 5 

Both poets spent the ir lives reflecting on the state of man 

in a fast changing world , writing their poetry until their deaths , 

Wordsworth at age 80, Frost at 89. 

In attempts to explain the ir views of poetry, Wordsworth 

c'!aims that poetry is " the spontaneous overfl�w of powerful 

fell ings a it takes its origin from emotion recollected in tran

quili ty • • • .
.. S Frost says "that poems , l ike love , begin in 

surprise , delight and end in wisdom . "? These two statements 

complement one another in,that they both emphasize the importance 

of spontaniety and feeling in poetry. Both poets also believe in 

the importance of having the ir poetry understood by the common 

man. Wordsworth says in his Preface to the Lyrical Ballads a 

"The princ ipal object , then, proposed in these Poems was to choose 

inc idents and s ituations from common l ife , and to relate or de

scribe them, throughout ,  as far as was possible in a selection 

of language really used by men ,  and , at the same t ime , to throw 

over them a certain colouring of imagination,  whereby ordinary 

things should be presented to the mind in an unusual aspect ; .  • • 

From � discussion Frost had with one of his students , it can 

be assumed that he agreed with Wordsworth ' s  poetic purpose . He 

expressed his dislike for poets l ike Milton because of their for

mality of language . He enjoyed Wordsworth because in his poetry 

one could detect the inflection of the human voice . Throughout 

his poet ic career Frost "turned back to the beliefs of Wordsworth 

.. a 



and Emerson, who
_ 

had 'stz:ess·ed the inh�rent poet �c qual ity of 

·conversat'ional rhythms...
' 

•
. 

• • .. 
9 lie was -led '"again and again to 

iisten to the language .of Wordsworth ' s  'common man' • •  

/ 
• • 

.• 10 

Finally, bo;th.poets seem·to agree that poetry is basic to 
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understanding man ' s ·position in the world, his relationship with 

his�fellow man, 3nd his relationshi» with God and eternity. 

Through poetry man discovers who he is and what he is about . 

Wordsworth says , "Poetry is the first and last of all knowledge -

it is as immortal as. the heart of man."11 And again ,  a comple

mentary statement made by Frost . .  c an  be c ited's "The figlire a 

poem makes .· It begins in delight and ends in wisdom .  Jhe figure 

ts the same as for love. • •. It ·begins in delight , it· i11clines to 

the impulse, it assumes direction with the first. line laid dqwn, 

it runs s: course of lucky- events , and ends in a clar}.ficati-qp .of 

life. "12 

These general similarities between the two .poets lead one to 

investigate the possible existence of common themes in �heir 

poetic works , and very soon one nates a commonality in-the human 
' 

quest for freedom and the problems man encounters. in such a quest . 

Both Frost and Wordsworth sympathize with man· ' s limited state in 

the world. They discuss the various directions of his limitations , 

and they offer suggest ions as to how he must cope with his limited 

existence. 

· Therefore the purpose of this thesis • not to compare style 

and form; not to decide which poet has been more successful ; not 

to argue each poet ' s  place in the study of literature ; and not 
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to prove Frost a Romantic or to suggest that he replicates Words

worth . Rather , its purpose is to expose a theme which represents 

a bas ic concern for all mankind , and to show how two poets , of 

two very different ages, express this theme . In so doing, the 

thesis will �emonstrate that poetic themes ,  such as man' s l imit

ations in his search for freedom,  are relevant to all readers in 

any given �eriod of history. 

Because we so often try - unsuccessfully - to find words to 

express our innermost hopes and fears about all that is , it is 

comforting to discover in the poetry of Wordsworth and Frost how 

nicely they have done the j ob for us . They observe what we ob-
' 

serve and question what we question. The conclusions they draw 

help us to clarify our own thoughts about our place in the world . 

These_ two poets help us to identify the human l imitations we 

all encounter and s imultaneously to celebrate the gift we all 

share . While assuring us that we are not alone in our trials , 

they urge us to view the world creatively and to utilize inner 

strengths as we seek ultimate freedom . 



Chapter One 

lVIan Limits His Personal Growth 

Writers throughout history have dealt with the idea of Free

dom, or man's search for Freedom. Both William Wordsworth and 

Robert Frost participate in this struggle through their poetry. 

Both discover that in the search for freedom·, man must come' face· 

to face with his own limitations, ranging frQm those we place on 

ourselves to those which are forced'upon us by the overwhelming 

powers of nature and the universe. Our limitations exemplify 

the fraility of the human condition and the fact of our own mor

tality. We begin with the individual man, and with some of the 

ways in which man complicates his search for freedom by placing 

limitations on himself. 

One self-limitation, according to Frost, is our own indeci

sion. The indecision may be based on a fear of failure, a lack 

of self-confidence, or an unwillingness to accept challenge· or 

change, but the result is the samea a reluctance in carrying 

out our plans. For exa�ple, the speaker in Frost's "The Mountain," 

so intrigued with the idea of climbing the mountain and finding 

the spring at its summit, somehow finds an excuse for not at

tempting the feats 

Not for this morning, but some other t�me; 

I must be getting hack to bre.akfast now. 1J 
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In "The Sound of 'l'rees "  the speaker l istens to the invitation of 

the forest ,  a chance to discover new worlds , to experience change , 

to discover knowledge and �eauty in life . But again the speaker 

i s  reluctant . Maybe some day he will go , but not at the present a 

I shall make the reckless choice 

Some day when they are in vo ice 

And tossing so as to scare 

The white clouds over them on. 

( "The Sound of Trees " p .  94) 

The use of the word "reckles s "  implies the speaker ' s  lack of 

confidence , his reluctance to put faith in his own des ire to move 

onward , his inability to see that desire as something truly·pos

itive . He thus resorts to waiting unt il the sound ·of the trees 

"are in voice , '' until the t ime is  propitious . An age-old ration

alization. The reader suspects that such a postponement will ':Y .: 

exist indefinitely. At the same t ime the speaker complains that 

the noise of the toss ing trees is  s imilar to the chatter of those 

humans who always speak of act ing yet never act a 

They are that that talks of going 

But never gets awaya 

{"The Sound of Trees " P •  94) 

In the end ,  i t  certainly appears that the speaker in the poem is 

guilty of that very same fault . He represents all of us who limit 

our own growth by postponing our actions . 
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The speaker in "Into My Own" expresses the same sort of 

reluctant attitude . Attracted · to the idea of change and the 

possibility of new adventures ,  he also posses ses  a disabling fear 

of going forwarda 

One of my wishes is that those dark trees , 

So old and firm they scarcely show the breeze , 

Were not , as ' twere , the merest mask of gloom , 

But s.tretched away unto the edge of doom .  . 

( "Into My Own" P• S) 

The image of "dark trees" is  s imply the fear which keeps him from 

pursuing his dreams . He seems to be very much aware of this fear, 

and although he does not offer solutions here , he does hope that 

some day he will find the courage to step out on his owna 

I· should not be withheld that some day 

Into their vastness I should steal away, 

Fearle�s of ever finding open land , 

Or highway where the slow wheel pours the sand. 

( "Into 
.
My Own" P •  6) 

The tragic element of the poem lies in the fact that , beneath his 

fear, the speaker realizes that the pursuit of his
. 

dreams would be 

benefic ial to him .  He would d iscover truth and a better under

standing of his place in the world. He knows that moving on to 

something new would not necessarily involve drastic change or 

sacrifice . It  is even poss ible that his decision would set an 



example for ·Others a 

I do not see why I should e'er turn back , 

Or those should not set forth upon my track 

To overtake me , who should miss me here 

And long to know if still I held them dear . 

( "Into My Own",p . 6) 

He knows that his friends would ·not be disappointed by.finding 

him altered . They would only discover a person more certain of 

his life ' s  purposea 

They would not find me changed from him they knew-

Only more sure of all I thought was true . 

( "Into My Own" p .  6) 
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Yet , fear limits him from partaking in what would most  probably 

be an enlightening experience . �ursuing his wishes� therefore , 

becomes secondary ·to battl ing the human fear which he has allowed 

to bar his way. 

In all three of the above-mentioned poems , the question that 

faces the speakers is the same • Do I remain where I am and stay 

safe with my dreams , or do. I try to· make my dreams become real? 

In "The Road Not Taken" Frost goes one step further .  The speaker 

has decided to move onward , but while on the j ourney he is faced 

with more complicated decis ions . The t�o roads presented in the 

poem represent two choices for the speaker . They are t�o unex

plored aspects'of l ife . Now the speaker no longer can decide be-



tween something familiar and something unknown a instead , he is 

faced with two unknowns a 

Two roads diverged in a yellow wood , 

And sorry I could not travel both 

And be one traveler . • • 

('•The Road Not Taken" p .  ?1) 

The fact that he is only human prevents him from traveling both 

roads . Once again, he must struggle with his limitations . 

12 

The image of the two roads brings to mind other works of 

literature which concern the matter of human destiny .  For in

stance, in Book I of Edmund Spenser ' s  Faerie Queene the Red 

Cross Knight and Una become separated and the Red Cross Knight 

travels a path which leads to the House of Pride where the knight 

is confronted with hypocrisy and s in .  Temptation surrounds the 

knight because he is separated from Truth,  symbolized by Una. 

When the knight .and Una are reunited , the way becomes clear once 

again. While the knight is off on the wrong path , his human 

limitations are shown, and the reader realizes that only with 

Truth to accompany him can the knight complete his quest success

fully. 

Likewise , in the N ew Testament of the Bible , ,Jesus Christ 

warns ·his disciple s a  

Enter by the narrow gate , s ince the road that 

leads to perdition is wide and spac ious , and 
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many take it; but it is a narrow gate ·and a 
' 

hard r.oad that leads to 1 i'fe , and only a few 

find it . 14 

The purpose of c iting these two examples is not to imply 

that Frost intended either to create allus ions to Christ ianity or 

to point out didactically the paths to righteousness . Nor is the 

purpose necessarily to show a variety of interpretat ions one can 

draw from the poem . Instead , it is to illustrate the many choices 

in a man' s life , the many dec isions that must be made , the many 

roads that are available. The roads presented in the Faerie Queene 

and the New Testament emphas ize �oral choices . Perhaps it is 

our own sense of morality which causes reluctance and indecision. 

Our tendency to categorize our choices into right and wrong, good 

and bad, often keeps us from committing ourselves at all . It is 

quite clear that the road traveled by the Red Cross Knight was 

the wrong one because it lacked the presence of truth . Likewise , 

Christ ' s  road to perdition is obviously the incorrect choice for 

man. 

What makes Frost ' s  poem interest ing is that the reader is 

never certain if one road is good , and the other bad a whether one 

lacks truth and life , and the other does not . The roads can rep

resent any number of decis ions relating to the speaker ' s  style of 

living ,  career, relationships , or atti�udes • .  What 1§ clear is 

that the speaker must select one of the roads and face the con

sequences . Once he begins his j ourney there is no turning back . 



We also know that whatever road h� decides to take will have a 

lasting effect on his l ife. Yet , from reading the final line s ,  

14 

we are left uncertain as to whether the dec is ion is a positive one , 

or one the speaker ultimately regrets• 

I took the on� les s  traveled by, 

And that has made all the difference . 

( "The Road Not Taken" p .  72) 

The reader celebrates the fact that the speaker chose the 

unpopular road . It implies that he did not follow the mainstream 

of soc iety , but followed a path of individuality, which is tra

ditionally seen �s more difficult , but also more rewarding. 

Whether his choice made a sat isfactory difference in his life is 

unclear.  The lack of clarity in the final l ine strengthens the 

effect of the poem because it exemplifies the precarious pos ition 

o� man and emphas izes his limited state . Man begins by limiting 

himself in his decis ions , eventually pursues a selected path, but 

often ends up be ing limited in knowing even the correctness of his 

choice ; therefore he is left dissatisfied and unfulfilled. 

While Frost concentrates upon man ' s emotional struggle in 

finding freedom , Wordswortn discusses some of the intellectual 

limitations man places on himself . In Book V of The Prelude , we 

meet the young student who has been kept away from the natural 

world by his Science and History books a 

• • •  he sifts , he we ighs; 



All things are put to question, he must live 

Knowing that he grows wiser every day 

Or else not live at all • • • 

For this unnatural growth the trainer blame. 

Pity the tree. 

1S 

(The Prelude, Book V 11. J22-J2Sa )28) 

Fro� �hese lines Wordsworth implies that gathering information 

a�d memorizing scientific facts have little to do with real liv

ing. The se· types of activities keep us from using all ot our 

sense s• Ultimately they limit our view· of the natural world and 

restrict us· from understanding our selves. 

In •The Tables Turned" Wordsworth warns us of the dangers of 

book learning an� its tendency to +imit our p�rception of the 

world. What we find in books can not be compared to what can be 

discovered in Nature• 

Booksl 'tis a dull and endle ss strifea 

Come, hear the woodland linnet, 

How sweet his musicl on my life 

There's more of wisdom in it. 

("The Tables Turned" 11. 9-12) 

Wordsworth's basic premise rests on the power of the human 

senses. Our inherent limitations become more· intense when we 

fail to realize and utilize our senses. In regard to the damaging 

effect of books on one's growth, Wordsworth further argues his 



case by criticizing illustrated books • . 

A backward movement surely have we here , 

From manhood - back to childhood ; for the age

Back towards caverned life' s first rude career. 

Avaunt this vile abuse of pictured page l 

,Must eyes be all in all ,  the tongue and ear 
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Nothing? Heaven keep us from a lower stagel 

.( "Illustrated Books and Newspapers " 11. 9-14) 

One could almost go so far as to say that any technological 

advancement• such as the ability to print pictures on a page, or 

educating young students in sc ient ific studies ,  may become a cause 

for outrage in the mind of Wordsworth .  Science and technology 

give way to artificiality where the human sense� are all but 

forgotten, their nat�ral development stifled . 

If books are to be used at all , they must be those which 

stimulate the imagination and exercise the senses .  Mary Moorman 

explains in her biography of Wordsworth • 

Throughout his l ife he continued to recommend 

a diet of fairy tale and heroic legend as the 

best reading for children. He-could not bear 

the ' instructive '  �tories of the Sanford and 

Merton kind , which became at that _time fashionable , 

and were calculated to turn children into walking . 

encyclopedias, responding mechanically and corr�ctly 



to every question put by the�r omnisc ient papas .· lS 

Wordsworth remains skeptical of those scholars who nave taken on 

the responsibility of molding the minds of children. He faults 

them for being limited in their perception of the dangerous sit

uation they have created • 

• • •  They who �ave the skill 

To manage books , and things , and make them act 

On infant minds as surely as the sun 

Deals with a flower, the keepers of our time , 

The guides and wardens of our faculties , 

Sages who in the ir prescience would control 

All acc idents , and to the very road 

Which they have fashioned would confine us down 

Like engines1 • • • 

· ( The Prelude , Book V 11. JSO-JS8 ) 

17 

The influence . of these organized and practical men on the lives 

of children are a deep concern for Wo�dsworth. To train the mind 

into something resembling an engine directly violates all that . 

makes up the Romantic sensibility,.feeling vs . mechanism , the 

heart vs. the head. These men, limited in their own sensitivity 

to the natural world, hamper the creative development of those 

who are exposed to their influence& 

• • . when will their presumption learn ,  

That in the unreasoning progress of the world 



A wiser spirit is at work for us , 

A better eye than the irs , most prodigal 

Of blessings , and most studious of our good, 

Even in what seem our most unfruitful hours? 

( The Prelude , Book V 11. J58-)6J) 

That wiser spirit of which Wordsworth speaks is , of course , 

the human imagination. 'All men possess it , and all men can dis

cover it as an aid to finding freedom in the world . Yet ,  this 

discovery must begin in. childhood if it is to be ful�y effective a 

thus the reason for ·fairy tales and heroic legends instead of , 

primers and encyclopedias • 

Ohl give us once again the wishing-cap 

Of Fortunatus ,  and the invisible coat 

Of Jac� the Giant-Killer , Robin Hood , 

And Sabra in the forest with St . Georgea 

The child , whose love is here , at least doth reap 

One precious gain, that he forgets himselfo 

( The Prelude , ·Book V 11. )41-)46) 

18 

When Wordsworth speaks of the child forgetting himself he is 

talking about a state of other-directedness . To use a modern 

example ,  the man who s ingle-handedly lifts a car to save the child 

trapped beneath is in· the state of other-directedness . In the 

usual manner of thinking, the man would logically conclude that 

the weight of the car exceeds the strength of his body. Therefore. 
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the feat would not be attempted .  But , in his other-directed state , 

the desperate desi�e to save his child pervades his mind, thus 

enabling him to carry out the superhuman act of lifting the car .  

· Likewise , the child who reads o f  fanc iful worlds and extraordinary 

people discovers the imaginative power within him1  it sends his 

mind soaring beyond the printed words on the page into ·an ex- · 

perience of heightened sensual percept ion. The material in the 

book , therefore , is merely a vehicle used to discover the power 

of human imagination . And that power, continually developed , will 

allow for movement away from human limitation. It is Wordsworth ' s  

key to finding freedom and obtaining ultimate insight into the 

self and the world . Anyone who takes up fairy tales and legends, 

who partakes in any experience which would be cons idered as one of 

those "unfruitfUl hours , "  is really a person on the road to true 

knowledge . 

In the following chapters of this thesis , discussions on 

Wordsworth will invariably fall hand in hand with that of imagina

tion and .its power. · Similarly,  interpretations of Frost ' s  poetry 

will most always conclude with discuss ions pertaining to his 

philosophy of Acceptance. -For, in spite of the fact that both 

poets explore the l imitations'of·man, the ir perspectives on how 

man must deal with his lim itations differ. Regardless of the com

parisons which can-be made , the many distinctive qualities of each 

poet keep them and the ir works separate and unique . 



Chapter Two 

Man Limits Man 

; 

While man's desire for freedom is rooted deep within himself, 

and the search .for freedom is confined largely to the individual's 

unique self-growth and self-knowledge, the fact that man is not an 

isolated being, but part of a larger, outer world can not be ig

nored. Besides confronting the inner workings of his own mind, 

man must also face his human companions in this world. On one 

hand, man can be comforted in knowing that he is not alone and 

that his quest for freedom is shared by all men. The achievement 

of harmony among all men would result in bringing the individual 

closer to the freedom he seeks. On the other hand, the achieve

ment of social harmony is as much a problem as the attainment of 

individual freedom. In spite of the existence of common needs -

and goals, the differences among men often appear larger than the 

similarities and result in discord and sadness. Consequently, the 

individual's relationships with other men and his participation 

in the general society can become a deterrent to his discovery of 

freedom. 

Frost and Wordsworth both sho.w how we men limit one another 

and how, our �truggle for freedom is complica�ed by the human rela

tionships we establish and our inability to maintain harmony with

in them. One such limitation concerns the problem of communica

tion • .  In "Mending Wall" Frost creates a scene in which two men 
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complete the yearly chore of repairing the stone wall which di

-vides their property. The image of the "wall" remains consistent 

throughout the poem . Even though the two men complete the j ob 

together, the wall is always there to separate them a 

I let my neighbor know beyond the hill ; 

And on a day we · meet to walk the line 

And set the wall between us once again. 

We keep the wall between us as we go . 

' ("Mending Wall" P• 23) 

As the labor progresses , the narrator questions the reason for 

having such a wall in the first place s 

• • •  It comes to little more a 

There where it is we do not need the wall a 

He is all pine and I am apple orchard. 

My apple trees will never get across 

And eat the cones under his pines , I tell him • 

• • • Before I built a wall I ' d  ask to know 

What I was walling in or walling out , 

And to whom I was like to give offense. 

("Mending Wall "  P• 24) 

Because the narrator sees little reason for this particular wall , 

he feels .that to spend ho�s mending the wall is a virtual waste 

-of time and energy. Yet ,  the reader is given to understand that 

the neighbor thinks quite differently. 
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In the poelil ,two separate lines are repeated .  -The .first is a 

"Something
-
,there is that doesn't love a wall . "  Th-is line re.flects 

the narrator ' s  feeling,about repairing a wall which , in itself , 

has no practical purpose . No matter how carefully the wall is 

mended each spring, the job will always have to be repeated be

cause the natural cycle brings winter, spilling stones upon the 

ground . The narrator suggests , therefore , that walls are un

natural , or else they would remain steadfast .  

The second l ine which is repeated is "Good fences make good 

ne ighbors. " It is the line of dialogue attributed to the neigh

bor in response to the narrator ' s  questions . The line is para

doxical . It suggests that men can exist peacefully together only 

when there is something built to keep them apart . Limits must be 

made and lines drawn to keep each one in his place . Crossing over 

the lipes , or doing away with the wall is not seen as a step to

wards cooperation and unity , but as trespass inga as a violation of 

privacy. Therefore , the two opposing �iews of the wall become 

representative of-differing philosophies , symbolic of those dif

ferences which keep all men from ever achieving true harmony. 

The two men, even though neighbors , do not appear to be close 

friends . The wall , then, separates much more than s imple pieces 

of land . The wall become� a symbol of all that prevents 'us from 

wQrking happily together . Whether the wall be one o� fear, ig

norance, or pre judice, it -is quite clear that these walls exist in 

all of us . By l imiting us in our understanding of each other, 

they point toward a larger misunderstanding of l ife itself . 



In the short poem entitled "A Time To Talk" we find the 

"wall " again. Basically , the poem stresses the importance of 

friendship because we see the speaker choos ing it over the op

posing claim of his day ' s  work s 

When a friend calls to me from the road 

And slows his horse to a meaning walk , 

I don' t stand st ill and look around 

On all the hills I haven ' t  hoed ,  

And shout from where I am, ' What i s  it?' 

No , not as there is a time to talk . 

( "A Time To Talk" P• 79) 

Intuitively, the speaker drops his hoe and approaches his friend 

for a chat , goes "up to the stone wall/ For a friendly visit . "  

2J 

The scene presented here by the poet is common enough , yet the 

heavy presence of the wall prompts deeper consideration. The fact 

that the farmer does not go beyond the wall to talk with his friend, 

that friend remaining outside on the road , defines the fact of 

separation once again. We will - or can - go only so far in our 

relationships with other humans . 

A wall need not be physically present in order to exist . 

Such a wall exists between husband and wife in the poem· "Home 

Burial . "  Both have shared the loss of a child , an experience which 

might possibly have drawn them closer together . Yet ,  because each 

partner has dealt with the death in a widely different way, feel

ings of anger , resentment , and misunderstnading have festered 
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withj,n the wife . She builds a wall; ·of grief,. isolating her from 

her husband . · Communication between the two breaks down and the 

death of the child becomes a prelude to the mortal conflict in 

their marriage . 

In "Home- Burial" FJ,-o·st shows us that at the heart of every 

difficulty we have with others lies our expectation that others 

will act and react in the same manner as ourselves .  What most 

upsets the bereaved wife in the powm is her husband' s failure to 

deal with the death exactly as she has . Because the ·husband is 

trying to accept the death while he responds to the demands of 
,v 

daily l iving, he appears to be indifferent and even callous to his 

wife ' s  grief .  Consequently, none of his words or act ions serve to 

comfort her a 

My words are nearly always an offense . 

I don ' t  know how to speak of �thing 

So as to please you .  But I might be taught 

I should s�ppose . I can' t say I see how. 

A man must partly give up being a man 

With women-folk . 

· ("Home Burial" p .  4J) 

What happens to this husband and wife underscores the central 

irony of many human relationships • we build walls to shut out those 

most important to us . The husband pleads • 

. . . ' Don' t--don' t go. 
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Don ' t carry it to someone else this t ime . 

Tell me about it if it ' s  something human. 

Let me into your grief.  I ' m  not so much 

Unlike other folks as your standing there 

Apart would make me out. Give me my chance . 

( "Home Burial" p .  4J) 

Instead , we choose to share our inner feelings with those who 

2.5 

are comparative strangers . We re j ect the aid of a loved one and 

are ultimately left to deal with our problem alone . By the end 

of the poem,  the reader is left with the impress ion that unless  

the wife learns to face her grief more realistically, the wall be

tween husband and wife will grow more formidable and the marriage 

relationship will collapse . 

Frost expands these walls of man in the poem "Triple Bronze . "  

We build walls to protect ourselves  and s imultaneously to shut 

others out• We build an inner wall which insulates us from emo

t ional pain or disappointment , but also prevents others from learn-

ing about us . We build walls around our homes to protect us from 

intruders , yet the same walls shut out our ne ighbors . Finally, 

we build walls around a nat ion to protect its c it i zens , but to 

find in the end that this wall is the source of .insecurity and 

c onflict • 

I make myself this t ime 

Of wood or granite or l ime 

A wall too hard for crime 



Either to breach or climb . 

Then a number of us agree 

On a national boundary. 

And that defense makes three 

Between too much and me . 

(�Triple Bronze " p. 2JO)  
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Frost creates a rather frustrating picture . Every time man 

tries to make a move , a wall bars the way. Ironically,  these walls 

which prevent progress are walls built by man himself. Thus , we 

return to the premise of Chapter On&a that many of man' s  limita

tions are self- imposed . Man is basically-alone in all he does . 

In "The Tuft of Flowers " Frost continues to question the 

c onnection between man and man. Here , as in "Mending Wall , " we 

come across two laborers . This  time , the laborers have separate 

j obs which are completed at separate times . One man mows the 

field wh ile the other overturns the mowed grass .  The grass

turner begins his chore only after the mower has left the ·field a 

But he had gone his way , the grass all mown, 

And I must be , as he had been, - alone , 

' As all must be , '  I said within my heart , 

'Whether they work together· or apart� '  

( "The Tuft �f Flowers " p .  1 8)  

These lines from the beginning of the poem stimulate a sad 

tone and suggest men' s  failure to exist in true harmony. This 
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mood continues until the speaker discovers the tuft of flowers . 

The mower had evidently spared the flowers from his blade , mowing 

around them to allow the ir continual growth .  This· gesture sug

gests an apprec iation of beauty on the part of the mower;  an appre

ciat'ion shared by the grass-turner . In spite of the mower ' s  phy

s ical absence , a part of him lingers in the presence of the flow

ers , and the grass-turner no longer feels alone a 

Nevertheless , a message from the dawn, 

That made me hear the wakening birds around , 

And h�ar his long scythe whispering to the ground. 

And feel a spirit k indred to my ·own; 

So that henceforth I worked no more alone ; 

( "The Tuft of Flowers " P •  19) 

The tuft of flowers becomes a symbol of unity and fellowship 

between the two laborers , and by the end of the po�· the grass

turner has changed his mind regarding the relationships men have 

with one anothera 

' Men work together, '  I told him from the heart , 

' Whether they work together or apart�· 

( "The Tuft of Flowers " p .  20 ) 

While the maj ority of these poems concentrate on the limit

ations on men' s  relationships and exemplify a philosophy of mod

ern skepticism on the part of Frost , "The Tuft of Flowers " offers 

,-



an elemen� ot hope , an ldea more akin to the Romantic philosophy 

of Wordsworth , that ultimate harmony among men is indeed pos

sible� 
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Yet , in spite of such random samples . of optimism , further 

examination· of Frost ' s  poetry leads one far more often to examples 

of the negative consequences of l iving with others . Frost sym- · 

pathiz·es with those individuals who have somehow failed to achieve 

a satisfying bond with the ir fellow man. He illustrates  lives of 

loneliness in such poems as "The Hill Wife" and "The Death of the 

Hired Man . " 

In "The Hill Wife " the reader finds a woman who has fallen 

into a state of insecurity and depression as a result of an un

suc'cessful marital relationship. For some reason she and her 

husband have grown apart , leaving her isolated in an environment 

where she is uncomfortable &  

It was too lonely for .her there , 

· And too wild , 

And since there were but two of them , 

And no child . 

And work was little in the house , 

She was free , 

And followed where he furrowed field , 

Or felled tree . 

She rested on a log and tossed 



The fresh chips , 

With a song only to herself 

On her lips . 

( "The Hill Wife " P• 8J) 
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To  describe the wife as  being "free "  offers a sense of  irony to  

the reader . Her freedom does not result from her ability to break 

the bonds of human limitations in order to live in p�ace and hap

piness . Hers is not true freedom at all , nothing but an empty 

idleness,  a trap , a further limitation which creates loneliness 

·rather than fulfillment . The irony continues as the wife runs a-
-

way, never to be found again, .proving to the reader that our re-

lationships with other humans can be a deterrent in .our search 

for a genuinely free existence . Once again, that search becomes 

one which must be undertaken alone . 

In "The Death of the Hired Man" an old
.
man returns to a farm 

where he once worked as a field hando He has come "home , "  pri- . 

marily because he has nowhere else to go . The couple who operate 

the farm are in conflict �ith each other over his return. Their 

dialogue makes up t�e content of the poem. The husband , arguing 

( rightly) that old S ilas is worthless to them, insists that he not 

be welcomed back . The wife sympathizes with the hired man and 

challenges her husband ' s  words . While this petty disagreement 

takes �lace out�ide on the porch of the ir home , the old man inside 

quietly dies . The unsettling conclusion of the poem is a grim 

reminder of man's inability to recognize the needs of his fellow 



·man. No matter what Silas ' s  faults may have been , to have him 

die alone in a world where he has been rejected by those around 

him certainly seems to be the greatest human crime . It is the · 

most tragic consequence of human relationships . 
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William Wordsworth presents �he struggles of human relation

ships 1n an equally interesting way. In Poems Founded on the 

Affections we find the story of two brothe�s , Leonard and James . 

The strong bond of love which unites the two boys is broken when 

Leonard must leave home to seek fortune as a sailor. Although 

this move is made out of economic necessity, it  is one which pre

vents the relat ionship between Leonard and James from developing 

further. After Leonard leaves , it is either through the c ircum

stance& of his life at sea or his own negligence that James never 

hears from him again. James is consequently plagued with loneli

ness • 

., 

His absent Brother still was at his heart , 

And , w�en he dwelt beneath our roof , we found· 

(A practice till this time unknown to him)  

That often,  rising from his bed at night , 

He in his sleep would walk about , and sleeping 

He sought his brother Leonard. 

( "The Brothers" 11. 47-SJ) 

James ' sleepwalking eventually leads him to a rock from which he 

falls and dies . 

We might be quick to say that it is the intrus ion of soc iety ' s  
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demand for financ ial security which destroys the bond of Leonard 

and �ame s .  Yet , we can also cons ider how the ir broken bond is 

dealt with by the persons involved .  James is obviously so depen

dent upon his brother that his bro�her ' s  absence makes it impos

sib;te for him to live a 'life of his own. His des ire to find·his 

brother again limits him in finding peace within himself . L ike

wise , Leonard becomes limited as a result of the relat ionship • 

This vale , where he had been so happy, seemed 

A place in which he could not bear to l ive• 

So he relinquished all his purpose s .  

{"The Brothers " 11. 425-427) 

Sorrow and guilt make it impossible for Leonard to remain in 

the home he loves so much ; he is ·compelled to return to the sea 

and lead a life he ' d  rather not l ive . 

The problem dealt with by Wordsworth in his poem "Michael" 

i s  similar to that of "The' Brothers . "  Again the corruptive forc·es 

of society invade the s implic ity of the natural world. We also 

have the breaking of a strong relationship between two people . 

The whole poem turns on the idea of covenant s between Michael 

and his son, Luke . Michael remains true to both covenants ;  but 

Nature is more constant that Luke . 

We can easily blame soc iety for taking Luke from his father . 

Yet , we must  observe the way Luke handles  himself within societya 

• • . Meantime Luke began 



To slacken in his duty1 and , at length , 

He in the dissolute city gave himself 

To evil courses& ignominy and shame 

Fell on him, so that he was driven at last 

To seek a hiding-place beyond the seas . 

( "Michael" 11. 442-447) 
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Although soc iety is , indeed,  a powerful force , the strength 

of the individual can preserve one from be ing totally influenced 

by that force . Thus , the actions of Luke as he allows the indif

ferent elements of soc iety to replace the personal , more important 

elements which have been established in his relationship with 

Michael exemplify that weakness in all men.  

In the end ,  Michael becomes the victim of his  son ' s choices .  

The deterioration of the father-son relationship l imits Michael ' s  

happiness in his own world& 

• •  ·· ' Tis not forgotten yet 

The pity which was then in every heart 

For the old Man -- and ' tis beloved by all 

That many and many a day he thither went , 

And never lifted up a s ingle stone . 

( "Michael " 11. 462-466) 

Michael ' s  sheep-fold is the symbol of his covenant with Luke , 

and even though Michael continues his daily work with all inten

t ions of completing the sheep-fold , the structure never gets built c 
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�, 
The length of full seven years , from t ime to time , 

He at the building of this Sheep-fold wrought , 

And left the work unfinished when h� died.  

( NMicha:el" 11. 470-472 )  

That the sheep-fold i s  left undone at Michael ' s  death em

phasi zes the drastic effect Luke ' s  act ions have had on his father . 

While Nature remains constant , the consequences of human relation

ships can often leave a man ' s  l ife unfulfilled .  

Several of Wordsworth ' s  "Lucy Poems " reflect man ' s over-

whelming need for other people as well as the pain which results 

from that need.  In ''Strange Fits of Passion" the poet contemplates 

the possible death of his lover and the effect it would have on 

him a 

What fond and wayward thoughts will slide 

Into a Lover ' s  head! 

•o mercy! • to myself I cried,  

' If Lucy should be deadl • 

( "Strange Fits of· Passion" 11. 25-28 )  

The fear of being left alone often pervades the thoughts of man, 

particularly when he has involved himself in a relationship based 

on romantic love s 

She lived unknown, and few could know 

When Lucy ceased to be a 

But she is in her grave , and , oh , 
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The difference to me l 

( "She Dwelt Among the Untrodden Ways " 11. 9-12)  

The love between man and woman can produce a sense of free

dom which allows one to view the world in a new light. The road 

of life is clearer , the appreciation of beauty is sharper ,  and the 

problems of the world ,appear less significant when true love is 

present . Love creates an energy which makes man eager to carry 

on with the matte�s of daily living. Yet , this freedom of spirit 

is not unconditional . Simply because it is temporary , the love 

relationship is limiting in the happiness it can create . Man is 

limited in controlling the eventual departure of a loved one , and 

the absence of his lover can produce effects that could restrict 

his life ' s  progress even further. Each time man gives of himself 

to another , he risks his own sec�ity. 

While loss of love throu�h death is indeed difficult , re

minding man ·of his limited condition, it is  nevertheless natural . 

When love is lost through re jection, the problem of .survival be• : , 

comes more complex . Re jection shows us how destructive man can be . 

In the poem "Ruth" Wordsworth presents the reader with a 

young girl who has been re jected by her father after he remarries .  

Like Frost's "Hill Wife , " Ruth is left to wander freely on her own, 

and must seek companionship , not with her family , but with her 

natural environment a 

A slighted child , at her own will 

Went wandering over dale and hill , 



In thoughtless freedom , bold . 

And she had made a pipe of straw , 

And mus ic from that p.ipe could draw 

Like sounds of winds and floods ; 

Had built a bower upon the green, 

As if she from her birth had been 

An infant of the woods . 

Beneath, her father ' s  roof , alone 

She seemed to l ive ; her thoughts her own.J 

Herself her own del ight ; -

( "Ruth'' 11. 4-1 5) 
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As a young woman, Ruth meets a romantic , reckless  fore igner , 

who offers her a new l ife as his bride . She goes  away with him ,  

expecting t o  find all those aspects o f  l ife which had been mis

s ing in her youth. But her husband can not control his careless 

ways , and while he roams about the land , Ruth is alone once more . 

Her husband vows to reform his life , but eventually he deserts her 

completely. 

Ruth can not deal with this second rejection of love a she 

spends three years 1ocked away. 'inally, she returns to her home

land and lives alone with nature as she did in her childhood s  

Among the fi�lds she breathed again& 

The master-current of her brain 

Ran permanent and free a 
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And , coming to the �anks of Tone , 

There did she rest , and dwell alone 

Under the greenwood tree . 

( "Ruth" 11 . 211-216) 

'r 
To others Ruth is known as a beggar . People pass her in 

the ir travels ,  but no attempt is made to invite her into society. 

The poet presumes that she will be united with the world only in 

death, when others will join together to s ing at her funeral . 

While the poets examine the exist1ng conflicts in man ' s 

personal relationships , the discuss ion of how man l imits man is  

not complete without loo�ing at  man ' s relationship with society 

as a whole . In spite of the fact that soc iety is a creation of 

man, and is· composed of unique individuals ,  it is often viewed 

as a powerf�l , currupt machine , devoid of compassion and human 

feeling. �ociety becomes an overwhelming abstract force which 

poses a continual threat to the personal progress of the indivi

dual . 

More pften than not , the plight of the human individual and 

the desperate situations in which he finds himself are ignored 

by society .  Such i s  the case i n  Wordsworth ' s  "Last of the Flock . "  

The speaker meets a tearful man carrying a lamb in his arms on 

one of the. public roads . Because the lamb is  a healthy one and 

the man h i�self ha� a sturdy, vital appearance ,  the speaker 

questions his weeping. The man proceeds to explain that in his 

youth he b�gan with one lamb and managed to build an entire flock. 
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He married , . and continued to increase his flock of sheep year af

ter. year. He became quite wealthy. Life was· satisfying .  But 

after a time he haa six children and , in order to feed them, he 

had to start selling his sheep . The pressures of· supporting his 

f�ily became so great that his wealth diminished steadily. Ul

t imately he was. left with a s ingle lamb again, the one he was 

carrying down the publ ic road a 

' Six children, Sirl had I to feed ; 

Hard labour in a t ime of needl 

My pride was tamed , and in our grief 

I of the parish asked relief. 

They said , I was a wealthy man; 

My sheep upon the uplands fed , 

And it was fit that thence I took 

Whereof to buy �s bread . 

"Do this & how can we give to you , " 

They cried , "what to the poor is due ? "  

( "The Last of the Flock " 11 . 41 -50 ) 

The "Parish" is representative of a more general soc iety which 

sets its own standards of poverty and refuses to recognize the 

financial downfall ·of a given individual . Charity is therefore 

limited to those who have never known comfort in the ir lives . 

Because this man has tasted success  at one time , he is not con

s idered poor regardless of his present state . The man is innocent , 

like the lamb he carries .  Because he did the right thing by pro-



viding for his family, he now must suffer alone in an unsym

pathet ic world . 

Fu�ther examples of man' s conflict with soc iety can be 
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found in Wordsworth ' s  impressions of the city of London. The re

s trictive London soc iety stood in opposition to the freedom of 

the natural world . But when viewed from afar , at a certain time 

of day ,  the c ity created a sense of grandeur and romance as Words

worth describes it in his sonnet ''Composed on Westminster Bridge a "  

This  City now doth , like a garment , wear 

The beauty of the morning s s ilent , bare , 

Ships , towers , domes , theatres ,  and temples lie 

Open unto the fields , and to the sky; 

All bright and glittering in the smokeless air . 

Never did sun more beautifully steep 

In his first splendour , valley, rock , or hill ; 

Ne ' er saw I ,  never felt , a calm so deepl 

( "Composed Upon Westminster Bridge " 11 . 4-11) 

By day , the ·real ity of London' s  degeneration would become more 

apparent . "Wordswo.rth loved London , but he also hated London. 

Even when he loved it , he hat.ed himself for loving it . He knew 

he could never really live there , but its loveliness and its hate

fulness always fasc �nated him . � • • The reality of the crowds , 

the squalor , the freaks , the cheap entertainment , the maimed and 

the beggars appalled him when he eventually saw them , but even s o ,  

the c ity at night , when the great · tide of human life stood still , 



had almost a hynotiz ing effect on him . "1 6  Most of what Words

worth observes in London con:flicts  with his ideal image of man . 

London soc iety can strip man of individual ity and leave him 

struggling against vice and folly a 

Oh , blank confusion! true epitome 

Of what · the mighty C ity is herself , 

To thousands upon thousands of her sons , 

Living amid the same perpetual whirl 

Of trivial objects , melted and reduced 

To one identity ,  by difference·s 

That have no �aw,  no meaning, and no end-

Oppression, under which even highest minds 

Must labour , whence the strongest are not free . 

( The Prelude , Book VII , 11 . 722-7JO ) 
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Besides his experiences in London, Wordsworth spent time 'in 

France . Perhaps the most striking example of man • s !'imitation by 

other men comes from his own reactions to the French Revolution. 

Wordsworth became exc ited by the revolution primarily because its 
-

philosophy agreed with his own romantic concept ion of _ man and his 

place in the world a 

Oh! pleasant exerc ise of hope _and j oyl 

For mighty were the auxiliars which then stood 

Upon our side , we who were strong in lovel 

Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive , 



But to be young was .very heavenl --Ohl  times , 

In which the meagre , stale , forbidding ways 

Of custom , law, and statute , took at once 

The attraction of a country in romance !  

( "French Revolution" 11 . 1-8)  
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Wordsworth views the French Revolution as a new beginning for man. 

Its goals of Liberty, Brotherhood , and Equal ity represent the hope 

for all men. It is viewed as man ' s strongest  attempt to achieve 

happiness , ha�ony, and freedom in the world • 

Now was it that both found , the meek and lofty 

Did both :find , helper� to the ir heart ' s  desire , 

And stuff at hand , plast ic as they could wish ; 

Were called upon to exercise the ir skill , 

Not in Utopia , subterranean fields , 

Or some secreted island , Heaven knows where ! 

But in the very world , which is the world 

Of all of us , -- the place where in the end 

We find our happiness , or not at all l 

{ "French Revolution" 11 . J2-40 ) 

Yet ,  when the quest of the revolution becomes perverted,  re

sulting in violence and bloodshed , man is once again reminded of 

his limited state r 

Frenchmen had changed a war of self-defense 

For one of conquest , losing sight of all 



Which they had struggled £or a up mounted now, 

Openly in · the eye o£ earth and heaven, 

The scale o£ liberty .  I read her doom, 

( The Prelude , Book X I ,  11 . 207-2 1 1 ) 
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The �ragic consequences o£ the revolution exemplify not only man ' s  

inability to agree· with his fellow man , but his inability to attain 

that which he wants most in the world a freedom . Because man is 

forced to deal with other men in a society o£ law and lawlessness , 

his noble aspirations remain trapped within his own mind , never to 

be · :r.ealilzed i:n,·. tne :outsid'e· .. world. 

Both Frost and Wordsworth appea� to agree that man lives in 

a fragile world where true freedom remains abstract , where human 

limitation exists as a constant reality. The limits we place on 

one another range £rom the conflicts arising from the personal 

relationships of ne ighbors , husbands and wives , fathers and sons , 

to the larger relationship be tween man and his created soc iety. 

As Wordsworth reflects on the pol it ical and historical ev.ents of 

his own time , I feel he speaks for both poets a 

I heard a thousand blended notes , 

While in a grove I sate reclined , 

In that sweet mood when pleasant thoughts 

Bring sad thoughts mind. 

To her fair works did Nature link 

The human soul that through me ran; 



And much it grieved my heart to think 

What man has made of man. 

( "Lines Written In Early Spring" 11 . 1 -8 )  
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Chapter Three 

The Power of Nature 

Although man may find that he can place l imits on himself 

and others , there are forces which are far more overwhe�ming in 

his struggle to be free . One of these is Nature itse�f . It is 

evident through a study of the ir live s and the ir poetry that 

Robert Frost and William Wordsworth share a deep love of Nature . 

The elements of Nature are a source of comfort in the ir personal 

l ives , and a source of inspiration in the ir written works . Each 

poet,  through keen observation and deep meditat ion, captures 

Nature ' s  beauty and transforms it into poe�ic expression. More 

important , the ir mutual apprec iation of Nature extends beyond 

mere picturesque description. 

Robert Frost · recognizes Nature ' s  ability to control man, 

and even to create problems for him .  Returning t o  the poem "The 

Mountain, " for instance , we find the image of "the wall "
. 

aga_in. 

Only this time the wall is a natural one c 

The mountain held the town as in a shadow 

• • • I felt it like a wall 

Behind which I was sheltered from a wind . 

( "The Mountain" P •  J1 ) 

While the mountain can be viewed as a source of protection ,  its 

presence is also a source of frustration for the farmers nearby. 
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It is the mountain which makes travel difficult and progress slow . 

It st ifles growth . As an unhappy farmer complains • 

There is no village--only scattered farms . 

We were but sixty voters last election. 

We can ' t in natu�e grow to many more a 

That thing takes all the rooml ' He moved his goad . 

The mountain stood there to be pointed at . 

( "- The Mountain'' P •  Jl ) 

The farmer ,  representative of the common man, resigns himsel! to 

the �act that the mountain can not be overcome . He can not de

stroy it , but must deal with it and work around it . 

Nature is the force which limits our time to work , and which 

often makes our work· seem futile . At the beginning of "-The Star 

Splitter" Frost describes the problems Nature creates , f.or ! .u.s a 

And ris ing on his hands , he looks in on me 

Busy outdoors by lantern-ligbt with something 

I should have done by dayl ight , and indeed , 

After �he ground is frozen, I should have done 

Before it froze , and a gust fl ings a handfuL 

Of waste leaves at my smoky lantern chimney 

To make fun of my way of doing things , 

Or else fun of Orion ' s  having caught me . 

( "The Star-Splitter" p .  1 12 ) 

If Nature often seems to laugh at man, he can do little about it . 
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' 
He continues by asking · a  question • "Has a man, I should like to 

ask , no rights / These forces are obliged to pay respect to? " 

Frost · answers this question, not here but in other poems , by con-

eluding that Nature will go on doing what it will . We must ac

cept what it gives . In "Gathering Leave s , " the speaker describes 

his yearly chore of rak ing dried , dead leaves from his land . 

While there are enough leaves to fill an entire shed,  they have . 

no immediate purpose . They can not even provide any aesthetic 

appreciation for· they are faded and dull . In a sense , the speak

er feels- foolish having to occupy · his time with such � worthless 

chore . Perhaps Nature is just playing another one of its j oke s .  

Yet , the man i s  obl igated t o  take up such a task because he is 

dependent upon Nature ' s  changing seasons for his own l ivel ihood . 

Having cleared the land of Nature ' s  debris , he can then look for

ward with hope to another year of fruitful harvest • 

But .a crop is a crop , 

And who ' s  to say where 

The harvest shall stop? 

( "Gathering Leave s "  p .  14?) 

From " In Time of Cloudburst" we rece ive another clear picture 

of Nature ' s  controlling force . A rain storm washes out a gardena 

the owner ' s  hard work is laid w�ste . �hile he watches the rain 

do its �estruction, he ponders on the more powerful dam�ge it 

might do a 

Some force has but to apply, 



And summits shall be immersed , 

The bottom of seas raised dry-

The sl�pe of the earth rever.sed . 
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( "In Time of Cloudburst" p. 187)  

Then the speaker seems s imply to shrug his shoulders and accept 

the fact that he must begin h�s garden anew. He only hopes that 

this task of repeating a job will not make him bitter or resent

ful of his human condit ion. 

Frost .;>resents the same idea in " Our Hold On the Planet . "  

Here again, we observe human res ignation to lack of control over 

Nature . Having mustered up the courage to ask Nature for a lit

tle rain, man is relieved that Nature d id not misunderstand the 

request a 

We asked for rain. It didn' t flash and roar . 

It didn' t lose its temper at our demand. 

And blow a gale . It didn ' t misunderstand 

And give us more than our spokesman bargained for 1 

And just because we owned to a wish for rain, 

Send us a flood and bid us be damned and drown. 

( "Our Hold On the Planet" p .  230 ) 

Yet ,  Nature still provided more rain than was necessary, caus ing 

the speaker to observe a maj or truth s- that many aspects of Nature 

oppose the wishes of man. · Refus ing to despair , the speaker tries 

to look at the struggle between man and Nature in a pos itive sense . 

He concludes that in spite of the overwhelming forces of Nature , 
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man continues to exis t .  He celebrates the hope that Nature must 

in the long run, favor man, or else man would not have survived 

as long as he has . 

Nature is a constant reminder of our humanity. We must  learn 

to work with it harmoniously in order to survive . We must protect 

ourselves against it when it overwhelms with wind and snow. We 

must be grateful when it brings sunshine and rain. Its water is 

our source of life ; its soil , our source of growth J its mountains 

our source of challenge . Whenever man reaches a point where he · .  

thinks he has conquered the elements and is free of the ir control

ling forces , Nature will remind us of our frail condition ·and set 

us back in our place . 

Frost presents this continuing confl ict in ''On A Tree Fallen 

Across The Road . " Through the use of the " tree " image , the poet 

shows how Nature constantly forces us to stop and cons ider our 

destiny .  Nature always offers itself to us as a challenge , daring 

to keep us from achieving our goals or living out our des ires . 

It is the force which keeps us humble &  

The tree the tempest with a crash of wood 

Throws down in front of us .is not to bar 

Our passage to our j ourney ' s  end for g�od, 

But just to ask us who we think we are 

Ins isting always on our own way so . 

She likes to halt us in our runner tracks 

And make us get down in a foot of snow 
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Debating what to do without an ax .  

( "On A Tree Fallen Across The Road" p .  148 )  

In spite of his limitations , man i s  a survivor . He contin

ues to forge ahead, searching for l ife ' s  meaning. Nature will 

make him stumble a b it along the way, but it will never stop him 

totally from moving forward . In fact , man needs the presence of 

Nature even to exist . Nature often appears as a threat to man , 

but .i.ts strength and beauty _help man to grow. · In the poem "The 

Vantage Point" for instance , the natural world is view�d as a 

welcome alternative to the world of men .  The speaker implies 

that he can, at any t ime , turn his back on Nature , and involve 

himself in the changing world of man. When he grows tired or 

disillusioned by man ' s activities , Nature remains to provide 

s olace. and refreshment for the individual • 

And if by noon I have too much of these , 

I have but to turn on my arm, and lo , 

The sun-burned hills ide sets my face aglow, 

My breathing shakes the bluet l ike a breeze , 

I smell the earth, I smell the bruised pl�nt , 

I look into the cr�ter of the ant . 

( "The Vantage Point"  p .  14) 

Nature often provide s  a welcome escape . for man. It provides 

him with the opportunity to reflect upon his s tation in life , com� 

paring the natural world with the human world . Man desires to 



achieve a sense of harmony with Nature ; its very existence means 

that man will never feel totally alone . In "Tree At My Window" 

Frost illustrates this e s sential bond between Nature and mana 

Tree at my window , window tree , 

My sash is lowered when night comes on; 

But let there never be curtain drawn 

Between you and ·me . 

( "Tree At My Window" p .  1 58 ) 

Through his observation of the tree , the speaker finds that 

he has much in cQmmon with it . The tree must withstand the forces 

of the outer world . Although it is often tossed about and dis

turbed by wind , rain, and � snow , it continues to survive and grow. 

Likewise , man is tossed and shaken in his own world with inner 

confl icts and daily pressures .  Thus , the actions of the tree and 

the man complement one another • 

Your head so much ·concerned with outer, 

Mine with inner weather . 

( "Tree At My Window" P •  1 59 ) 

The recognition of this l ink between man and Nature provides  the 

speaker with the strength he needs in his own survival . 

An even clearer illustration of the relationship between man 

and Nature is found in "The A im Was Song . " In this poem Frost 

presents Nature through the image of the wind , an untamed element 
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blowing in no particular direct ion. Man appears . as the control

ler , who uses the wind to produce something meaningful a 

Man came to tell it what was wrong a 

It hadn ' t found the place to blow, 

It blew too .hard--the aim was song. 

And listen--how it  ought to  gol 

He took a little in his mouth, 

And held it long enough for north 

To be converted into south , 

And then by measure blew it forth. 

( "The Aim Was Song" P •  1 J9)  

The wind and the man work together in a phys ical sense , 

creating sound. The sound is patterned and becomes a song ,  har

monious and beautiful . The song is evidence of cooperation be

tween man and Nature , and because of this cooperation something 

new is issued forth.• 

• • •  It was wor� and note , 

The wind the wind had meant to be--

A little through the lips and throat . 

The aim was song--the wind could see . 

( "The Aim Was Song" P • 1 40 )  

Finally, Robert Frost makes great use o f  the natural cycles 

to provide further comparisons between man· and Nature . �hrough 
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keen observation of Nature ' s  seasonal change , man discovers much 

about the course of his own l ife . Any of Frost ' s  images relating 

to spring , summer and winter , or morning , noon, and night parallel 

the movement of man from birth to maturity to old age a from . youth 

to love to death� Occasionally , he adapts these images to the 

cycle of farming. The process which begins with the sowing of 

seeds and ends with the harve st directly relates to the cycle of 

man ' s growth from birth to . death. 

William Wordsworth , like Fro st ,  views Nature as an ever-pre

sent factor in the life of man. It is man' s developing relation

ship with Nature which produces an understanding of self and one ' s  

own existence . He illustrates how the emotions and knowledge man 

rece ives from Natur� make him aware of his own l imited condition . 

On one hand , man sees in Nature what is present · in himself. Like 

external Nature , man is limited by time and spa�e . 1 7  For instance , 

a flower is limited to the space and time it has to exist . It 

grows , buds , blossoms , withers , and die s .  The difference lies  in 

man ' s cons.ciousness of the changes which take place in his life . 

While he is conscious of his individuality , a flower is not . Man 

and the flower will both die , but man ' s  knowledge of his eventual 
/ 

death burdens him and prevents him from achieving that total sense 

of peace and f�eedom he longs for . This conqition of total peace 

from which man is excluded can be seen in the poem "To A Butterfly. "  

Here , the speaker observes the activity of a · buttfly with a sort of 

innocent envy a 

I ' ve watched you now a full half-hour 



Self-poised upon that yellow flower;  

And , little · Butterfly& indeed 

I know not if you sleep or feed,  

How motionless! and then 

What j oy awaits you , when the breeze 

Hath found you out among the �rees , 

And calls . you forth again. 

( " To A Butterfly" 11 . 1-9)  
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To the speaker the butterfly seems to be representative of that 

carefree existence which is so often sought for by man. The 

"motionl�ss ·" state of the butterfly suggests a peace which is un

interrupted by the need for sleep or for food . When the butter

fly is uplifted again by the wind and led on to another flower , 

it  is a welcome experience of change , whereas man often meets 

cnange with· fear and disappointment . Therefore , while Nature it

self may not limit man directly , it certainly makes man aware of 

qualities he can not possess . ·  

On the other hand , man is aware of Nature ' s  ability to renew 

itself . When a flower dies , we simply have to wait for it to come 

again with the continuing cycle of the seasons . Thus , though the 

elements of Nature pass through change , like man , ultimate death 

in Nature does not exist . The moon,  for example , is born in the 

sky, passes th�ough change , and fades away �nto nothingness each 

month , but it does not die . When man realizes this regenerative 

process in Nature , he .also realizes his basic separation from 



Nature and is faced with his most profound l imitat ion , that of 

his own mortality . 

SJ 

Because there exists an absence of death in Nature , it takes 

on a higher posit ion in the eyes of man. Nature becomes the eter

nal teacher which guides man to self-knowledge and freedom in 

spite of his basic human weaknesses . 

In Book XIII of The Prelude , Wordsworth illustrates this idea 

of . Nature as the ever-present teacher a 

From Nature doth emotion come , and moods 

Of calmness  equally are Nature ' s  gift • 

This is her glory; these two attributes 

Are sister horns that const itute her strength . 

Hence Genius , born to thrive by interchange 

Of peace and excitation , finds in her 

His best and purest friend ; from her receives 

That energy by which he seeks the truth , 

From her that happy stillness of the mind 

Which fits him to rece ive it when unsought . 

( The Prelude , Book XIII , 11 . 1 - 10 )  

The "emotion" and "calmness" which come from Nature teach man to 

discover the
.
power of his own mind . Nature gives man the "energy" 

which he needs to find the " truth" about himself . The key to this 

truth l ies in the development of man ' s imagination.  

Nature becomes for man a constant source of nourishment which 

stimulates the imagination and allows it to grow to its full 
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potential . Wordsworth illustrates this growth process  in two 

particular collections of · poetry a Poems of Fancy and Poems of the 
'--

Imagination. 'His poems based on fancy represent the first step 

in the development of the imagination. They are exercises which 

force the mind to concentrate on the detailed aspects of Nature , 

and make the poet more fully aware of its beauty s 

With little here to do or see 

Of things that in the great world be , 

Daisyl again I talk to thee , 

For thou art worthy, 

Thou unassuming Common-place 

Of Nature , with that homely face , 

And yet with something of a gr�ce 

Which love makes for theel  

Oft on the dappled turf at ease 

I s it ,  and play with similes , 

Loose types of things through all degrees ,  

Thoughts of thy raisinga· 

. And many a fond and idle name 

I give to thee , for praise or blame , 

As is the humour of the game , 

While I am gaz ing . 

( "To The Same Flower" 11. 1 -1 6) 

' 
The poet uses Nature to refine his perception of the world 
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and to sharpen his sensitivity to beauty by directing his attention 

to commonly overlooked details of the natural world such as the 

daisy. As Wordsworth states in _ his Preface to the Lyrical Ballads , 

the poet "considers man and Nature as essentially adapted to each 

other , and the mind of man as naturally the mirror of the fairest 

and most interesting properties of nature . "18 In order for the 

mind to become such a mirror , the poet must  begin by making fan

c'iful observations of the natural world . This practice will help 

feed the imagination and transform s imple observation into true 

poetic experience . A close reading of " I  Wandered Lonely as a 

Cloud" illustrates this development within the poet ' s  mind a 

I wandered lonely as a cloud 

That floats on high o ' er vales and hills , 

When all at once I saw a crowd , 

A host of golden daff9dil s a  

Bes ide the lake , beneath the trees ,  

Fluttering and danc ing in the breeze . 

Continuous as the stars that shine 

And twinkle on the milky way, 

They stretched in never-ending l ine 

Along the margin of a baya 

Ten thousand saw I at a glance , 

Tossing the ir heads in sprightly dance . 

The waves beside them danced , but they 



Out-did the sparkling 
,
waves in glee a 

A poet could not but be gay , 

In such a j ocund companya 

I gazed--and gazed--but little thought 

·What wealth the show to me had brought • 

For oft , when on my couch I lie 

In vacant or in pens ive mood,  

They flash upon that inward eye 

Which is the bliss of solitude a 

And then my heart -with pleasure fills , 

And dances with the daffodils . 
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( "I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud" 11 . 1 -24) 

The first part of the poem describes the poe t  as he may have 

been during one of his hours of fancy a  his mind floating away from 

the world of man and becoming totally engrossed in the natural 

scene around him.  With simile , metaphor, and personification, the 

poet describes the field of daffodils he has discovered . The first 

three verses ,  therefore , can be viewed as still another of Words

worth ' s  exercises in fancy. Yet , the addition of the fourth and 

final verse adds a new dimension to the poem. Suddenly , the ele

ment of fancy disappears and is replaced with the more s ignificant 

element ·of imagination. 

the imagination itself . 

The " inward eye " Wordsworth refers to i s  

The imagination
-
allows the poet t o  recre-

ate the daffodil scene in his mind , not only allowing him to see 

the physical beauty of the scene once again, but to re-live all the 
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( - . emot�ons which accompanied the initial experience . Thus ,  the bond 

between Nature and the poet becomes so strong that the poet may 

experience Nature regardless of its physical presence . Nature 

teaches man to discover and use the imaginative power within him 

and to realize that it is the imagination which will lead the man 

to .ful.fillment a 

Here might I pause , - and bend in ·reverence 

To Nature , and the power of human minds , 

To men as they are men within themselve s .  

( The Prelude , Book XIII , 11 . 224-226) 

Both Wordsworth and Frost conclude that a close , h�onious 

relationship with Nature must exist in man in order .for him to 

l ive happily within his l imits . Frost puts faith in the develop

ment of a �ense o.f acceptance of the world , as it is the key to 

happiness . Wordsworth relies on . the power of man ' s  imagination 

and Nature ' s ability to nurture that power as the way to the .ful

fillment o.f man' s  existence on earth. 



Chapter Four 

Limited By Time and Space 

The existence of time is both a blessing and a curse for man. 

On one hand , it is the · passing of time which softens pain and 

lightens grief .  I t  is growth and maturation ,  change and progress . 

Time creates me�ories to be cherished . On the other hand , time 

is the pressure to get things done . It is that which can be lost 

because it comes and goes so quickly. Time is what we have , but 

cannot keep. The passing of time is what occurs between bir.th 

and death , and it is irreversible . Two facts of life which re

mind man that he is limited by time are his 9wn aging process and 

death , topics which are contemplated by both Robert Frost  and 

William Wordsworth . 

Fro.st is very clear in his images relating to time . As men• 

·tioned pr�viously the seasons .of the year and the hours of the day 

relate directly to the passage of time in a person ' s  l ife . As the 

day .passes towards evening and the year toward winter , man is in

creasingly limited as to what he can accomplish .  Likewise , a s  man 

grows old he must face the effects his advanc ing age may have on 

him and possibly lose control over his own life . In "An Old Man ' s 

Winter N ight "  we see such a man suffering from the loneliness his 

age cre�tes a  

All out-of-doors looked darkly in at him 



Through the thin :frost , almost in separate stars , 

That gathers on th� pane . in empty rooms . 

What kept his eyes :from giving back the gaze 

Was the lamp tilted near them in his hand . 

What kept him remembering what it was 

That brought him to that creaking room was age . 

He stood with barrels round him--at a loss . 

( "An Old Man ' s Winter .N ight" P •  74) 

He is too old to keep up his home . He is  too old even to remem

ber what brings him stomping :from one room to another . 
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The entire poem is filled with images associated with the 

dark and the cold, suggesting not s imply the end of the day and 

the year, but the end of the man ' s life .  The only l ight is that 

of his lamp, the glow from the wood stove , and the dim moon. All 

of these will slowly fade and flicker out as the night wears on 

and the old man sleeps in the loneliness of old age . Time has 

b�ought him to this point . He must accept h is state for there is 

no turning back . 

A poem which deals with the problem of time in a broader 

sense is "The Grindstone . "  Here the poet raises the question of 

whether or not t ime is synonymous with progress . First of all , 

the speaker describes the grindstone as be ing a t ool which has 

more or less  been discarded.  While all the other farm machinery 

has been stored away from the cold , the grindstone is left to s it 

in the snow and rust . Evidently , as the result of technical ad-



vances , some more modern and efficient tool has replaced it , and 

the speaker wonders of its past use a 

I wonder what machine of ages gone 

This represented an improvement on. 

For all I knew it may have sharpened spears 

And arrowheads itself . 

( "The Grindstone " p .  1 1 6 )  

Now that the grindstone is of no pract ical use , it beco�es 

a symbol . It represents motion without progress • 

Having a wheel and four legs of its own 

Has never availed the cumbersome grindstone 

To get it anywhere that I can see . 

These hands have helped it go , and even race r 

Not all the motion, though , they ever lent , 

Not all the miles it may have thought it went , 

Have got it one step from the start ing place . 

( '' The Grindstone " p .  1 1.5)  

Perhaps this image can best be applied to  man himself ,  and 

the precarious position in which he often finds himself. At cer

tain time s  man rushes about but accomplishes l ittle r he moves but 

follows no given direction .  
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The speaker,  cont inuing to re�lect on the past 'use of the 

grindstone , recalls one summer ' s  day when he and a stranger ground 

a blade together. Because this stranger is described as "A Father- · 
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Time-like man" the remainder of the poem becomes a personification 

of man ' s. conflict with time . Just as the speaker needs the old 

stranger in order to operate ·the grindstone effectively , man is 

dependent upon time to fulfill his life ' s  goals . Yet , time is 

the dominating partner . 

Oftentimes ,  man has difficulty in knowing whether he has done 

all he is capable of doing or whether he has ov�r extended himself. 

Often , we realize our accomplishments as well as our mistakes only 

after it i s  too late . It is  only through time that we can judge 

the progress  we have made . The speaker expresses this fear in 

terms of the sharpness of the blade be ing ground • 

The thing that made me more and more afraid 

Was that we ' d  ground it sharp and hadn ' t  known. 

And now were only wasting precious blad� . 

And he raised it dripping once and tried 

The creepy edge of it with wary touch,  

And v�ewed it over his glasses funny-eyed,  

Only disinterestedly to  decide 

I needed a turn more , I could have cried 

Wasn ' t  there danger of a turn too much? 

( "The Grindstone " p .  117)  

L ike the stranger who decides  when the blade is sharp enough and 

the j ob is done , it is time which rules over a man ' s life . The 

speaker thinks it unfair that t ime should always have the final 

say:  



I wondered who it was the man thought ground- 

The one who held the wheel back or the one 

Who gave his l ife to keep it going round? 

·r wondered if he really thought it fair 

For him to have the say when we were done . 

Su�h were the bitter thoughts to which I turned.  

( "The Grindstone " P •  117) 

Regardless of the speak�r ' s  frustration over the power of 
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t ime , the ppem ends with a note of satisfaction to remind us that 

we , too , must accept the consequences of time . Whether we pro

gress , stand still , or grow worse in our years of living, we must 

be satisfied with the chances we were give·n in spite of the outcome . 

William Wordsworth reflects on the passage of time i� the life 

of man from still another vantage point . In tl'le poem "Tintern 

Abbey" the poet meditate.s on how the constancy of Nature reveals 

the passage of t ime in a man ' s life s 

Five years have past ; five summers , with the length 

.Of five long winters !
_ 

and again I hear 

These waters , roiling from the ir mountain- springs 

With a soft inland murmur . --Once again 

DQ I behold these steep and lofty cliffs , 

That on a wild secluded scene impress  

Thoughts of more deep seclusion ;  and connect 

The landscape with the qu�et of the sky. 

( "Tintern Abbey" 11 . 1-8)  
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While Nature remains the same , man undergoes a series o£ changes 

resulting in intellectual - and emotional growth that consequently 

alter his perspective on Nature itself . Fearing that these changes 

will weaken his relationship with Nature , the poet wishes to make 

the past become alive in the present and create a sense of con

t inuity which will actively lead into the future . The poet would 

like to 'Completely recapture his youthful bond with Nature and all 

the feeling which surrounded i t a  

I cannot paint 

What then I was . The sounding cataract 

Haunted me like a passions the tall rock , 

The mountain,  and the deep and gloomy wood , 

The ir colours and their forms , were then to me 

An appet ite ; a feeling and a love , 

That had no need of a remoter charm , 

By thought supplied , no� any interes t  

Unborrowed from the eye . --That time is  past , 

And all its aching �oys are now no more , 

And all its dizzy raptures .  

( "Tintern Abbey" 1 1 .  7S-8S) 

Despite his·  innocent desire and his sense of lQss regarding 

the joys of ·ch'ildhood , he does value the wisdom gained in age s 

For I have learned 

To look on nature , · not as in the hour 



Of thoughtless y9uth ; but ' hearing oftent imes 

The still , ,sad music of hwnani ty , 
' 

Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power 

To chasten and subdue . And I have felt 

A presence that disturbs me with the j oy 

Of e levated thoughts a  a sense sublime 

Of something far more deeply interfused,  

Whose dwelling is  the light of sett ing suns , 

And the round ocean and the l iving air, 

And the blue sky , and in the mind of mana 

( "Tintern Abbey" 11 . 88-99) 

The pass ing of time in a man ' s olife may bring age and its accom

panying pain,  but it also provides man with a greater knowledge 
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and understanding of the world· and nimself . It allows him to view 

all things with greater insight into the reasons for existence , and 

to reach a greater acceptance of those reasons . Thus , the exper

ience of age is just as important as the carefree pleasures of 

youth . We can only contemplate the fact that t ime does not allow 

us to enjoy the benefits of each period simultaneously. 

Another poem which supports the ideas presen:ted in "Tintern 
-

Abbey" is  "The Fountain. " With the introduction of the youthful 

speaker and the character of Matthew , aged seventy two , Wordsworth 

attempts to draw youth and age together . The speaker and Matthew 

share a close relationship in spite of their ages a 

We talked with open heart , and tongue 



Affectionate and true , 

A pair of fr lends , though I was young., 

And Matthew seventy�two . 

( "The Fountain" 11 . 1 -4) 
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Together on a spring day they enj oy Nature ' s  beauty. The 

speaker , in his youthful way , wants to spend the time singing and 

n telling tales . But Matthew is caught with other thoughts prompted 

by the sight and sound of the stream nearby. Its presence causes 

Matthew to think on the passing of t ime in his own life c ontrasted 

with . the apparent timelessness of Nature & 

' No check , no stay , this Streamlet fears ' 

How merrily it goes !  

' Twill murmur on a thousand years , 

And flow as �ow it flows . 
'\ 

'And here , on this del ightful day, 

I cannot choose but think 

How oft , ·a vigorous man, I lay 

Beside this fountain' s  brink . 

( "The Fountain" 11. 21-28 ) 

Touched by Katth�w' s  words , the speaker , in his innocence , 

offers himself as a son to Matthew. He wants to provide himself 

as a loving replacement for Matthew' s  lost family. Yet ,  Matthew , 

in his aged wisdom, knows that nothing can replace that which has 

gone before . He ·must ,  instead , cont inue to accept his position 



in life , while cherishing the memories of all that is past a 

' And , Matthew , for thy children dead 

I ' ll be a son to thee! ' 
j 

At this he grasped my hand , and said , 

'Alas ! that cannot be . ' 

( "The Fountain" 11. 61 -64) 
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Because man must succumb to the passage of time in his life , 

he must face the fact of his own mortal ity. Throughout the course 

of his existence , man is conscious of the presence of death in 

human l ife . Even s o ,  because he strives for ultimate freedom , man 

prefers to conduct himself as if he will live forever , the fact of 

death conveniently ignored .  

Once a man reaches the age when the certainty of death nec

essarily becomes more real to him ,  it is not s o  much death itself 

which is in quest ion ,  but what may come after death . 

Returning to the poetry of Robert Frost , we find several poems 

which express man ' s  des ire to understand Death -and Eternity. In 

the poem "After Apple-Picking" the speaker wonders about death and 

whether anything follows it a 

I 
One ca.n $ee what will trouble 

This sleep of mine , whatever sleep it is . 

Were he not gone , 

The woodchuck could say whether it ' s  like his 

Long sleep, as I describe its coming on, 



Or just some human sleep . -

{ "After Apple-Picking" P • SJ) 

The speaker wonders about the " sleep" of death only after he has 

reached a point in his life when he is tired with age and is ready 

to bring his life ' s  work to an end a 

�ut I am done with apple-picking now . 

E�sence of winter sleep is on the nigh_t , 

The scent of apples a I aa drowsing off . 

( "A.fter Apple-Picking" p .  52 ) 

As in "An Old Man ' s  Winter �ight, " we find the poet here using 

sleep, winter ,  and night as images to  suggest  the approach of death . 

These images recur also in "Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening. "  

�he speaker contemplates death , but only momentarily •  

The woods are lovely, dark· and deep , 

But I have promises to keep , 

And miles to go before I sleep ,  

And miles to go be .fore I sleep . 

( "Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Evening" P •  140 )  

Unlike the apple picker , the speaker here i s  �ot yet ready to 

face death . He has commi tment11 ·;• responsibilit ies , ·and accomplish

ments to be made before he can rest in De a tlr' s sleep . ,  Also , he is 

aware of his own hwman limitation in regard to the understanding 

of -death . The woods ; like the Death and Eternity which they rep-
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resent , are attract ive ,. mysterious , and complex. He would like to 

stay and contemplate what the woods may hold in store , but he knows 

that �he answers are beyond his grasp, and that such deep thought 

will get him nowhere . 

While thoughts of death c ome as a natural consequence of old 

age , we know that Death presents itself in all �ges ; complicating 

our understanding of it and compounding our fear. In "Out , Out , • • •  " 

we experience the death of a child,  an even more mind-boggling pro

blem than the death of an aged adult . A child! s death multiplies 

all of our death-related ·fears . One may puzzle why a child had 

to die , but may be perplexed even more seriously by wondering why 

he , an adult ,  should still be l iving.  Frost ins ists on coming to 

the same conclusion here as in " Stopping By Woods on a Snowy Even

ing" ' the· idea is too complex to understand ; therefore , don' t 

stop to wonder why, just go on with l iving a  

N o  one believed . They l istened at his heart . 

L ittle�-less--nothing1 --and that ended it.  

No more to  build o·n there . And they,  s ince they 

Were not the one dead , turned to their affairs . 

( "Out , Out , • •  •
" P •  90 ) 

We see the sense in Frost ' s  �arning when we turn back to 

"Home Burial . "  Whereas the -husband has continued with daily l iv

ing, the wife has not. She can not and will not rel ieve herse lf 

of the intolerable burden of death . Frost .shows us the danger in 

taking this path, for the wife ' s  own life has lost meaning, and 
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we are in doubt that she will ever regain her equilibrium • .  

Death .is the final � imit placed on man. Since man ' s nature 

mil itates against his accepting l imits of any kind , human lives  

are often· seen as  fragmented and incomplete . In "Unharvested , " 

Frost chooses an untended apple tree as his subjec t .  Its fruit 

has been left unpicked by its owner . The apples have fallen to the 

earth , soon to decay . Frost hints at an analogy with human life . 

Death will always come before we nave done all we have des ired to 

do . Therefore , we must be c ontent �ith the dream or the desire 

and not hunger uriduly for the completed action s 

May something go always unharvested! 

May much stay out of our stated plan, 

Apple·s or something forgotten and left , 

So smelling the"ir sweetness would be no theft . 

( "Unharvested" P •  1 99 )  

Many of Wordsworth ' s  poems support Frost ' s  ideas about death . 

In the poem "'rhere Wa� A Boy" the poet presents a theme somewhat 

the same as in Frost ' s  "Unharvested . "  A , young boy has just begun 

to develop a sensitivity to the s ights and sounds of Nature and 

what they can do for him . When death takes h im at age twelve , 

all the creativi�y which could have grown within him is cut off. 

Wordsworth questions why something like this can happen. The poem 

ends with the poet staring at the boy ' s grave , speechles s ,  unable 

t o  justify �uch a los s .  

Like , Frost , Words�orth spends time with the death of children. 
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He seems to encourage the same att itude o£ simple acceptance in 

the face of human incapability to understand such tragedy . Words-. ' 

worth , l ike Frost ,  illustrates ways in which people must deal with 

losses caused by death . 

In the poem "Maternal Grie£" the spe¥er realizes the final

ity of death and turns to God in hope that He will bring her the 

strength to accept a 

Absence and death how dif£er they! and how 

Shall I admit that nothing can restore 

What one short s igh so easily removed?-

Death, life , and sleep , reality and thought , 

Assist me , God, the ir boundaries to know , 

0 teach me calm submiss ion to thy willl 

( "Maternal Grie£" 11 . 8-1 )} 

In "The Sailor ' s Mother" a woman chooses to deal with the 

death o! her son by keeping something which belonged to him & 

' The bird and cage they both were his s 

' Twas my Son ' s bird J and neat and trim 

He kept it • many voyages 

The s inging-bird had gone with him; 

• • .And now, God help me for my little witl 

I bear it with me , S ir ; --he took so much delight in it . '  

( "'l'he Sailor ' s  Mother" 11 . 25-28 ,. )4-JS) 

The woman ' s effort to £ind and possess her son' s bird is her way o£ 



retaining her son himself ,  eas ing the pain of loss and fac ili

tating acceptance . As long as his bird live s , so will a part of 

her son. 

"The Childless Father"- emphasizes the idea that even with 

the death of a loved one , life must continue s 

Perhaps to himself at that moment he said ; 

' The key I must take , for my Ellen is dead . ' 

But of this in my ears not a word did he speak ; 

And he went to the chase with a tear on his cheek . 
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( "The Childless Father" 11 . 1 7-20 ) 

That Wordsworth expresse s  the man ' s remembrance to take his 

key emphasizes life ' s  continu�tion in spite of death . It is the 

routine of daily life which forces man to move onward . He must 

put aside his confus ion over death and concentrate on his own 

survival . 

Even though man, in dealing ' with the deaths of those .closest 

to him ,  manages to · survive the pain, it must not be forgotten that 

Death is the most frustrating limitation of all . That inevita

bility painfully remi�ds him of his frail , even helpless human 

c ondition. 

In Wordsworth ' s  .. Lucy" poems , we find that even the thought 

of death baffles us and makes us feel insecure • 

What fond and wayward thoughts will slide 

Into a Lover ' s  headl 



' 0  mercy! • to myself I crie d ,  

' If Lucy should be dead! ' 

( "Strange Fits of Pass ion" .ll:·tl: 2.5 .. 28) 

Thoughts of losing one ' s  beloved are emotionally devastating . 

The· l imitation lies at the core of our inability to conquer and 

control this frightening force . 
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Through the ir poetry , Robert Frost and Will iam Wordsworth 

make it clear that man can ignore the certainty of death only 

temporarily. If. he returns to Nature after years of worldly liv-
-

1ng,  he !inds that only himself has changed from youth to age , 

while Nature has retained its freshness and youthful qualities . 

Nature continually renews itself with its seasonal cycle , whereas 

man passes through the season of growth but once . Man watches 

those around him fall into Death ' s  arms and is rudely reminded of 

h is own inevitable end .  I s  it , therefore , the passage of time to

wards Death which makes man ' s search for Freedom a futile quest? 

Or is it the passage of time and the exper ience. of. Death which 

brings man to the freedom he seeks , that of Eternity? Whatever 

the answers , we are forced to wait , biding time in our l imited 

state . 

Along with the discussion of death and the question of eter

nity, it is appropriate to include man ' s des ire to understand 

that outer realm which makes up the univers� · Although both poets 

insist that it is  life on earth with Nature and �n that is most 

important , the desire to discover knowledge of what lies beyond 
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in time and space o.ften bec omes man ' s c oncern. 

Because the future of man, the universe , and the question of 

e ternity are too overwhelming for man to grasp , Frost leaves us 

with questions . he does not even attempt to answer .  L ike any man , 

Frost would love a chance to view the heavens up c lose , and �e turn 

t o  earth with knowledge of the infinitie s . A s  he expresses in 

" B irche s " a 

I ' d  l ike to go by c l imbing a b irch tree , 

And cl imb black branches up a snow-white trunk 

Toward heaven , t ill the tree could bear no more . 

But dipped its top and set me down again. 

( "Birches "  P •  78) 

A t  the same time , he is fearful o f  knowing fop certain what 

l ie s  in that outer realm , and reminds himself that it is Earth he 

loves so much . Earth is where he wants to stay s 

·May no fate willfully misunderstand me 

And half grant what I w ish and snatc h  me away 

N ot to return. Earth ' s  the r ight place for love s 

I don ' t know where it ' s  l ikely to go better . 

( " Birches "  P •  78) 

In .�The Star-Splitter" Fros t  emphas izes man ' s burnipg des ire 

to . gain knowledge of the universe . His chief character puts a 
-

torch to his house in order to gain insurance money to purchase a 

telescope . Although the arsonist ' s  intere sts are philosophical , 
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-
not sc ientific , he still feels a telescope is the best instrum�nt 

to use in find ing the answers to his quest ions - and he must have 

one at all cost .· The arsonist and a friend spend one whole night 
. ' 

searching the sky with the telescope . Much valuable discussion 

takes plac'e , the two men grow c lose , but no answers are found. 

The speaker concludes that they are no better off in their wisdom 

now than they were before purchas ing the star-gaz ing instrument s 

We ' ve looked and looked , but after all where are we? 

Do we know any better where we are , 

And it stands between the night tonight 

And a man with a smoky lantern chimney? 

How different from the way it ever stood? 

( "The Star-Splitter" p .  1 1 5 )  

''Lost In Heaven" expresses the same frustration over man ' s 

inabil_ity to grasp any clear understanding of the universe . The 

speaker finds an opening in the clouds and searches for some rev

elation . But he views nothing except unident ifiable constella

tions . He wonders of his place in the universe ,  but then decides 

that it is best not to know . He surrenders to a question which is 

too big to answer , concludes that he is better off leaving well 

enough alone a 

See ing myself well lost once more . ·  I sighed , 

' Where , where in Heaven am I? But don ' t tell me l 

Oh , opening clouds , by opening on me wide . 



Let ' s  let my heavenly l ostiless overwhelm me . '  

( "�ost In Heaven" p .  1 94) 
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After many attempts to find answers in the heavens , Frost 

eventually se ttles on s imple acceptance of the fact that man, de

spite -his l imitle ss des ire to know , is indeed l imited in reaching 

satisfactory solut ions . The speaker in " On Look ing Up By Chance 

At The Constellat ions " assures us that we will have to wait a 'very 

long t ime for any re.velat ion from the skie s . Amid continual mo

· t ion ,  nothing e ssent ial will change , nothing will give us any use"" ·-

ful c lues to our questions about e ternity. Therefore , we must 

c oncentrate on earthly things , for only the changes which take 

place on earth will lend themselves to human understanding a 

We may as well go pat iently on with our l ife , 

And look elsewhere than t o  stars and moon and sun 

For the shocks and changes we need to keep us sane . 

It is true the l ongest drouth will end in rain , 

The longe st peace in China will end in strife . 

( "On Looking Up-..:.By Chan�e 4\t The ·Constellations " p .  t7J) 

It �s a veritable waste of time to hope in heavenly change , s ince 

for so long the heavens have been so constantly unchanging .  

Just as knowledge o f  �he universe i s  some thing which can not 

be found , so it is with the future l ife of man , wheth�r it be his 

future on earth or the poss ibil i ty of l ife e ternal . Frost re it

erates hi� advice s imply to acc ept things as they are . In 
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"Acceptanc e " Frost watches the approach ing sunse t ,  the birds flying 

to the safe ty of the ir ne sts . As the sky becomes darker and man 

grows older , he finds refuge in the hope that the future will re

main a secre t a 

Now let the night be dark for all of me . 

Let the night be too dark for me to see 

Into the future . Let what will be , be • .  

( "Acceptance " P •  156) 

Bes ides us ing images of stars , sky ,  and heavens as he pur

sue s  the question of our place in eternity , Frost also uses water 

symbol ism . Water is something into which we gaze hopefully - but 

find nothing . Water is the 1 ife source . Perhaps if we 
·
turn our 

attent ion toward it , we will somehow discern the meaning for our 

existence . In " For Onc e , The n ,  Some thing" the speaker gazes into 

a well , again searching , but all he sees is his own reflect ion. 

Then , for once , he doe s  appear to see something deeper . The white

ne ss that he spies las t s  only for a sec ond ,  not long enough for 

him to grasp any meaning from it . So it is with all of us . It 

is very hard to see past ourselve s in our ques t  for understanding .  

I n  fact i t  i s  our own humanity which prevents u s  �rom perce iv�ng ,  

let alone understand , much of anything beyond our own physical 

existence . There are moments when we have a �hought which seems a 

potent ial key to answers ,  but those moments vanish as quickly as 

they arrive . Ye t ,  it is those thoughts , those vis �ons which keep 

us searching • 
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What was that whitene s s? 

Truth? A pebble of quartz? For once , then,  something. 

( "For Once , Then, Something "  p .  141 ) 

Frost uses the same image in "Ne ither Out Far Nor In Deep . " 

He says that oftent ime s we turn our backs on our earthly l ife , and 

contemplate that which goes beyond the earth . We c onstantly search 

for truth . Our inability to see anyth ing doe s not stop us from 

looking ,  or from hoping a 

The land may vary more ; 

But wherever the . truth may be-

The water comes ashore , 

And the people look at the sea . 

They cannot look out far . 

- They cannot look in deep . 

But when was that ever a bar 

To any watch they keep? 

( "Ne ither Out Far Nor In Deep'.' P •  1 97 )  

Like Frost in "Birche s , " Wordsworth expre sses a des ire t o  be 

raised up above the earth to a higher plane , such as in the l ife 

of a sky-lark s 

L ife me , . guide me , high and high 

To thy banque ting place in the sky. 

( " To A Sky-Lark " 11 . 14-15)  
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He would l ike to ·experience that which is above hlm , put he knows 

that his true pos it ion is on earth. He must be cpntent merely with 

watching and listening to the j oyful song of the bird . He must re

ly on the hope that someday he will be able to reach greater he ights a 

As full of gladne ss and as free of heaven , 

I ,  with my fate contented ,  will plod on, 

And hope for higher raptures ,  when l ife ' s  day is done . 

( " To A Sky-Lark " 11 . 29-.31 ) 

Wordsworth does not pursue the mystery of the universe with 

the same energy as .Frost . In his poem " Star-Gazers " the scene 

is · s im ilar to that in Frost ' s  "The Star-Splitter , " with pe ople 

· gathered around a te�escope hoping for a gl impse of the beyond , 

s earching for answers to questions about the universe . Whereas 

·the speaker in Fros t ' s  poem actively involve s  himself . seeking 

answers , Wordsworth ' a  speaker merely observe s the scene without 

des ire to part ic ipate . Instead , he quest ions the crowd ' s  mot ives 

for looking beyond . He , himself , is satisfied with what sur

rounds. him on earth a 

I s  nothing of that radiant pomp s o  good as we have here? 

Or gives a thing but small del ight that never can be dear? 

The s ilver moon with all her vales ,  and hills of mightiest 

fame , 

Doth she betray us when the y ' re seen? or are they but 

a name? 

( " Star-Gazers " 11 . 1,3- 1 6 )  
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We must not -assume that �ordsworth never contemplates the 

mystery of the stars and universe , for in Book V I  of The Prelude 

he state s • 

Yet may we not entirely overlook 

The pleasure s gathered from the rudiments 

Of ge ome tric sc ience . Though advanced 

In these enquirie s , with regret I speak , 

N o  farther than the thre shol d ,  there I found 

Both elevation and composed del ight • 

With Indian awe and wonder , ignorance pleased 

With its own struggl e s , d id I meditate 

On the relation those abstract ions bear 

To Nature ' s  laws , and by what proce s s  led , 

Those immaterial agents bowed the ir heads 

Duly to serve the mirid of earth-born man; 

From star t.o star , ;from kindred sphere to sphere . 

From system on to system wit�out end . 

( The Prelude , Book VI 11 . 115-128)  

Wordsworth acquaints himself with this mystery � but does not 

seriously . invest igate it . S i nce he bel ieves so strongly in Nature 

and its gifts to rman , to delve into the wonders Qf those elements 

which lie beyond our earthly vision ,  to pry into the outer realm 

of the universe , would seem a violation of his bond with Nature . 

For Wordsworth , all that man is and all that he can hope for l ie s  

i n  Nature . · Nature itself can provide those vis ions o f  e ternity 



which mah so eagerly seeks : 

In depth , in he ight , in c ircu it , how serene 

The spectacle , how pure l --Of Nature ' s  works , 

In earth , and air , and earth-embrac ing sea , 

A revelat ion infinite it seems ; 
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( "V iew From. The Top Of Black Comb" 11 . 29-J2 )  

Man ' s sensitivity t o  the beauty of Nature , c oupled with the 

power of his own imagination , enable s  him to catch gl impses of 

e ternity while in his l imited mortal state . In fac t , it is the 

imagination itself which l inks man ' s  earthly existence with e ter� 

nity. Imagination is the key to man ' s freedom . 

Perhaps the best illustrat ion of the se ideas is found in 

Wordsworth ' s  Prelude , Book VI . When Wordsworth was trave ling 

through the Alps , he looked. forward with great exc itement to the 

v iew of Mont Blanc . When he finally reached the s ight , however ,  

h e  experienced anti-climax : 

That very day , 

From a bare ridge we also first beheld 

Unve.iled the summit of Mont Blanc , and grieved 

To have a soulle s s  image on the eye 

That had usurped upon a l iving thought 

That never more could be . 

( The Prelude , Book VI 11 . 524-528 ) 

The ant ic ipated view of the mountain which had been created by 
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h is imaginat ion was by far more magnificent than the ac tual s ight . 

C onsequently , the imagined Mont Blanc , that '' sou'lle ss image , "  was 

suddenly destroyed when faced with the real ity . 

Travel ing onward , the poet and his companion eagerly seek the 

highe st point of the Alps , ·the S implon Pas s .  Having crossed a 

stream , unsure of which direct ion to take next , the travelers mee t  

a peasant who shows them the way . Unfortunate ly , the only way they 
"' 

can go i s  downa 

And , that our future course , all plain to s ight , 

Was downwards , with the current of that stream .  

Loth to be lieve what we so ,gr ieved t o  hear , 

For still we had hopes that pointed to the clouds , 

We questioned him again , and yet again a  

But every word that from the peasant '·s l ips 
( 

Came in reply , translated by our feelings , 

Ended in this--THAT WE HAD CROSSED THE ALPS . 

(�he Prelude , Book V I  11 . 583-591 ) 

Real i z ing that he had begun his descent from the Alps , Wordsworth 

was again faced with disappoin�ment . He had crossed the Alps with

out even knowing it . The peaks and summits he had enc�untered 

did not equal those which his mind had imagined .  

From such disenchant ing experiences , Wordswort� achieve s a 
. 

profound revelat ion . He finally real izes the full power of his 

own imagination and is able to express the way in which imagination 

can free man from h i s  mortal bonds a " 



Imagination- -here the- Power so called 

Through sad incompe tence of human speech , 

That awful Power rose from the mind ' s  abyss 

L ike an unfathered vapour that enwraps , 

At once , s ome lonely traveller , I was los t ; 

Halted without an effort to break through J 

�ut to my c onsc ious soul I now can say- -

' I recognise thy glory a ' in such strength 

Ot usurpation , when the l ight of sens e  

Goes out , but with a £lash that has revealed 

The invisible world , doth greatnes s  make abode , 

There harbours ; whe ther we be young or old , 

·Our destiny ,  our be ing ' s heart and home , 

Is with infinitude , and only there a 

With hope it is , hope that can never die , 

Effort , and expec tation , and des ire , 

And something evermore t o  be . 
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( The Prelude , Book V I  1 1 .  592-608)  

The creat ive powers which l ie within every man are the source o f  

h is own sense of freedom . While it is c ertain that man needs the 

phys ical world to trigger his emotions and inspire his thinking, 

. he must not make the. mistake of depending solely on th is outs ide 

influence as he seeks satisfac tion and meaning in life . He must 

learn to look inward as well . He must delve deep into his own 

soul . Discovery of his own imagination will lead him to greater 
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unders tanding of h-imself and will provide him with far �ore hap

p iness than anyth ing the outs ide world can offer . Wordsworth has 

shown us that the real and the imagined are often in gre�t c ontrast 

with one another a the visions of l ife and the world which are rooted 

in the imagination usually surpass phys ical real ity in the ir beauty . 

Whatever is real is also temporal a thus the hope of e ternity re sts 

within man himself and his imagination. The imagination become s 

the eye of the soul . It allows man not only to observe the real i

t ies of the material world , but to peer into the meaning of -all 

things and thereby to gain a perception of the world which i s  unique , 

beautiful , and everlasting a  

I seemed about this t ime to gain clear s ight 

Of a new world--a world , too , that was f it 

To be transmitted , and to other eye s  

Made vis ible ; as ruled b y  those fixed laws 

Whence spiritual dignity originates ,  

Which do both give it be ing and maintain 

A balance ,  an ennobling interc�ange 

Of ac tion from without and from within ; 

The excellence , pure func tio�, and bes t  power 

Both of the obj e c t  seen,  and eye that see s .  

( The Prelude , Book X I I-I 11 . J69-J78 ) 

To W�rdsworth , all men are poe ts and must be made aware of the 

gr�at power they possess . Once that power is unc overe d ,  man will be 

free . Wordsworth feels obl iged to make this revelation known to all , 
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and in The Prelude he share s his life ' s  purpose with his friend a 

Proph�ts of Nature , we to them will speak 

A lasting inspiration ,  sanc tified 

By reason , ble s t  by faith a wha� we have l ove d ,  

O thers will love , and we will teach them how a  

Instruct them how the mind o f  man bec ome s 

A thousand t imes more beautiful than the earth 

On which he dwells , above this frame of things 

( Which , ' mid all revolution in the hopes 

And fears of men ,  doth still remain unchanged) 

In beauty exalted , as it is itsel£ 

Of qual ity and fabric more divine . 

( The Prelude , Book ��V 11 . 444-4��) 

Through this discuss ion of man ' s c onflicts with t ime and 

space , Death and E ternity, again we find�man beset with s o  many 

limitat i ons that it is no wonder freedom often seems an illus ion. 

Robert Frost c ontinually reminds us of our l imitations through 

his poatry and sugge sts that happine s s  can be foun4 only in ac

cept ing the unanswerable , s imply by l iving l ite for what it is • 

lt is pointless to the orize and involve ourse lves in endles s  d is

cuss ions of life , death , and the beyond . BecaUs$ we are merely 

ht.unan , the answers remain secre t , and they will c ontinue to be , · 

secret as long as we are alive a 

We dance round a ring and suppQse , 
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But the Secret s its in the middle and knows . 

( "The Secret S it s "  p .  245) 

' 
W illiam Wordsworth als o  encourages us to find sat isfact ion in 

·our world as it exists , but he invite s  us to use our own minds 

more fully . By doing so , we can d iscover a power within us which 

can lessen the burden of our l imitati ons and allow us to view 

the world imaginatively . The ab il ity to do such a thing will give 

us j oy and peace and a grat ifying sens e  o! freedom a  

The spritual Love acts not nor can exist 

Without Imaginat ion ,  which , in truth , 

I s  but another name for absolute power 

And clearest ins ight , �pli tude of mind , 

And Reason in her most exalted mood , 

This faculty hath been the feeding � ource 
J 

Of our long labqur a 
I l 

( The Prelude , Book XIV 11 . t88-194) 

\ 



Conclusion 

Since the pas� ing of both Wordswprth and Frost , man has made 

great strides towards a better understanding of his world . Through 

educational , social , and scientific advances  man has greater know

ledge of himself , his fellow man , what Nature provides for him , 

and what lies beyond in the universe . In short , man has achieved 

a greater awareness of al�. the topics presented in this thesis .  

While we applaud man tor all his capab ilitle s ,  there are still 

some fearful questions· wh!eh remain .  Will man, with all his proof 

of worldly succes s ,  conclude that he is invincible and deny his 

limited state? Will he continue to push forward and discover , 

only when it ' s  too late , that he has gone too far? If �e endeavors 

to reach beyond his own limitations , will he lose contra+ of all 

that he has achieved� Will all that he has attained ga�� control 

over him and leave him le�s free than he ever was? Indeed , it is 

the concern of many that what man has brought about through his 

great knowledge will ultimately destroy him.  

In order to prevent such consequences , it is necessary, there

fore , to stop from time to time and cons ider what it is we seek 

in life , and what elements of life are of chief importance • 

. 
Grea� poets· like William Wordsworth and Robert Frost help us to do 

just that . They remind us of our frail mortal .existence , but they 

also encourage us to find the powerful depth of our minds . They 

offer answers to problems which arise from the matters of daily 
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l iving.  They introduce us to the constancy and wisdom of Nature , 

and illustrate its powerful force . They question the mysteries of 

the world , the universe , time , death , and eternity, and s imultane

ously assure us that we need not completely so1ve these mysteries 

before we can experience joy and peace . 

They suggest ways in which man can deal with his limited con

dition. First , we must accept the fact that we are l imited.  

Through acceptance we lessen the chances of l iving a l ife of 

frustration and inner-turmoil. Secondly,  we must recognize beauty, 

espec ially as it is found in Nature . Once recogni�ed,  it must be 

observed ,  reflected upon, and incorporat,d into  the growth of the 
\_ 

individual mind . Lastly, we must search within to  find our full 

human potent ial . As long as we do this our l ive� will have pur

pose and meaning. 

The fact that the writings of Wordsworth and Frost remain 

with us today , that they are still studied and apprec iated ,  offers 

the hope that modern man will never complet�ly lose his sensiti

vity ,  compass ion, and bel ief in the heart . 



Notes 

1 Mary Moorman, W�ll iam Wordsworth • A Biography, Vol . I ,  The 

Early Years, 1 ??0-180) ( Oxford , The Clarendon Press , 1957) , pp . 2-J .  

2 Moorman , p .  J .  

J Lawrence Thompson , Robert Frost, The Early Years , 1874-1215  

( New York a Holt , Re inhart and Winston, 1 966) , p .  71 . 
4 William Wordswo�th , The Preluge, �n William Wordsworth • 

Poetical Wor�s.  ed . Th.�mas �utchinson (O�ord a Ox.f'ord University\ 
• · 'if }· . {"  

Press,  1 9J6} , p .. S09 .)� .Here�tter ,  �11 pojtical passag�·s �alten :rroa. ,� ... t 
this edition will be �ited in the conte�t of the paper by title 

and line referenc�S'. ,; ,, 
l .�� � Elizabeth s .  Sargea�t ,  Ro2t'rt Frost a �he Ttia1 by Existence 
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(New York s Holt , Rinehart- (Uld Win,.ton, 1 960.} , p .  29., 

6 William Wordsw�rth, Pref§Ce to the Lyrica� �allads , 2nd 

Edition in William Wotdsworth a. Poetical Works , ed� Thomas Hutch

inson .( Oxford • Oxtord: Universit� Press , 1 9J6) , p. 74Q a hereafter 
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c ited as PTLB. 

7 Robert Grave s ,  Introduction, Selected Poems of Robert Frost 

( New York • Holt , Rinehart and -Winston, 1960) , ·  p. 29) 

S PfLi!, . P • ?�. 
9 Elizabeth Isaacs , An Introduc.t-ion �o Robert �o.st ( New York a 

Haskell House Publisher& Ltd. , 1 972) , P •  21 . · 

10 Isaacs ,  p .  86 . 

11  
�. P •  ?J8 , 
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1 2  Robert Frost ,  " The F igure a Poem Makes , ·: in Sel ected Poems 

of Robert Frost ( New York a Holt , Rinehart and Winston , 1 960 ) ,  p .  2 .  
1 3  Robert Frost ,  "The Mountain, "  in Sele.c ted Poems of Robert 

Frost , . ( N ew York a Hol t , Rinehart and Winston , Inc . , 1 963) , p .  32 . 

All othe� passages takep from this e.�ii tion will be c ited in the 

c ontext of the paper by t itle and· page references .  

14 "The Gospel According to S t .  Matthew, "  The Jerusalem B ible , 
t 

( Garden C ity, New York t Doubleday and C ompan� , Inc . , 1 966) , Chapter 

7 ,  Verse s 1 3-14 , P• 25 .. ' , ,  

15 Moorman ,  P• 1Q., t 

. 1 � Hunter Davies�� William Wordsworth • A Biography, ( New York •
'' 

Athene um .  1 980 ) PP • 6�61 . 
1 7 David Ferry ,  The L imits o:£ MortalitY •  A n  Essay on Wordsworth ' s  

Major Poems ( Middleton, C onhe ct icut s Wesleyan Univers ity Press , 

1 959) ,  P •  1 6-22 . 
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